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P R E F A C E  

The present study aid, "A Short Student's Guide to Amer
ican Literature" XI, is destined for the senior students of 
Tartu State University to be used at special semtmrs on Amer-

can literature. Its main aim is to provide material for some 

of the important authors in post-war American literature from 
the '30s to the '60s. 

The representative writers are discussed under the fol
lowing heads: I. Southern Literature• 1, William Faulkner; 
2. Truman Capote II. Black Protest: 1. «James Bauldwin; Щ, 
The American War Hovel: 1. Norman Mailer; 2„ James Jones: ГУ. 

The Alienated Hero: 1. Jerome David Salinger: V, The Beat Gen
eration: 1. Jack I^erouac.. 

A, Luigas 
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I, SOUTHERH LITERATÜRB 

The Bo-cslled Southern Literary Renaissance is used to 
denote a wide upsurge of literary actlTities In the South 
since the 19208« The movement proper opened in 1921 with the 
establishment of a number of literairy magazines (i«e« "The 

Double Dealer" in ^ew Orleanst "The Reviewer" in Richmond) 
and societies (i.e. "The PoetiT Society in South Carolina) 

the aim of i^ch was to develop young Southern writers. 

•e to the literary genres, neither poetry nor drama 

developed a specifically Southern,tradition. It was mainly 
iaengurated Ъу Southern novelists* 

За their most i]q)ortant manifestations Southern novel
ists have always revealed a strong regional character* As the 
Soviet critic f* Kaneron notes: "Southern writers have pene

trated into the depths of their own world, and set an aim to 
find the truth about man, proceeding from the familiar type 

of people and places" (1:18)* The same regional quality has 

also been pointed out by such a genuine Southern novelist as 
Carson HcCullers in one of her critical writings« "Many au

thors find it hard to write, about new environments that they 
did not know in childhood. •• this is particularly true of 
Southern writers because it is not only their speech and the 
foliage, but their entire culture which makes it a homeland 
within a homeland (2:279)* 

-Apart from regionalism, other Southern writers beere laid 
stress on the separateness of the South from the rest of 
America because they try to fight back the Influence of the 
industrialism of the Horth as a threat to the established 
Southern way of life* A whole literary grouping emerged with
in the Southern tradition, including such writers as John 
Crowe Ransom, John Gould Fletcher, Robert Pen Warren, Donald 
Davidson, Carson KcCollers, Truman Capote and a few others. 

In their novels and stories they exposed such burning social 
issues as racial injustice, the.industrialization of the 
South, etc* Their criticism was, however, rather moderate. 
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They were often conservative in their attitudes: fighting 
against the industrialization of the Southern society and 
its dire consequences, they stood for the old patriarchal 
agrarian traditions. This quite naturally brought about a 
certain idealization of the past. 

There was, however, a group of more radically-minded 
realists, including William Faulkner, Harper bee, Epskine 
Ceadwell, etc., who protested more resolutely against the 
social evils of the American South in their works. 

Taking into account these two attitudes the American 
critic John M. Bradbury has drawn the following conclu
sions: "Philosophically and sociologically Southern authors 

remain divided Into the agrarian-minded conservatives and 
the forward-looking liberals and humanitarians, with the 

latter more and more in the preponderance". (3:156.) 
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WILLIAM FAULKNER 

"William Faulkner has written nineteen books which for 
range of effect, philosophical weight, originality of style, 
variety of che^racterization, htimor, and tragic intensity,are 
without equal in our time and country," 

Robert Pen Warren, 1946 
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1. WILLIAM,FAULERER 
(1897-1962) 

William Paulkner is generally grouped together with the 
novelists of the Lost Generation - Bmest Hemingway, Francis 
Scott Fitzgerald» l>os Fassos, Sherwood Anderson and,others f 

as in his early work he reflected the moods of post-4rar dis

illusionment and lack of purpose* At the same time he is bet

ter known.as a typical representative of the so-called South
ern Hovel» More deeply than smybody else, he has penetrated 

into the very nature of the "White South"» His novels and 

stories reflect "Qie essence of the Southern past and the pro1>-
lems of its present in America» 

ü^oday William Faulkner is considered to be one of the 
greatest American realists. This recognition did not come, 
however, easily» From the beginning to the very end of his 

literary career he had difficulties in winning his place among 

the front-rank American writers» The controvereor over his ar
tistic merits and defects, which began with the publication 

of his first novel, had not ended by the time of his death» 

The average reader has always been puzzled by the ec^-
centrlcities in Faulkner's style, by his way of telling the 

story. And there is some truth in it» Although he proceeded, 
from the traditions of the XIX and XX century American and 
English realism, he had also been influenced by the modem-
iatic tendencies of Gertrude Stein and especially by that ojB 
James Joyce. During his short stay in post-war Parle he а1т 
so frequented Gertrude Stein's literary saloon and.was car
ried away by the literary atmosphere of the small, select 

group of writers. 
Faulkner's experimentations in literary form and his» 

traits of modernism were also the main reasons why the Ат&тг-
lean critics tended to ignore.him, even during the years 
when he was doing his best work. At the same time, however, 
European critics were praising Faulkner as one of the great
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est figures in the twentieth-century literature, and trans-
latorp were busy to make his works known in various coun
tries. A sense of be?/ilderment was therefore conveyed to 

most American readers when ?aulkner was awarded the Nobel 

Fclze for literature in 1950. 
William Faulkner was born in New Albany, Mississippi, 

Into the family of impoverished Southern aristocrats. At the 
time of his birth his father v/as rimning a livery stable and 

a hardv^are store. Later he became the business manager of 

the University of Mississippi when the family had moved to 

Oxford. 
Faulkner was a poor student, and left high school after 

the tenth grade for a job in his grandfather's bank. He 

read, however, widely, v/rote poetry and also tried his hand 

at painting. In Oxford he puzzled the tovmspeople aa a moody 

young man without any practical interests in life. Because 
of underweight (he was only five feet high), he was turned 
down by the United States Army when he volunteered. Later he 

succeeded in joining the Royal Flying Corps in Toronto, Can

ada, as a cadet. He was sent to France when ^'^oi^ld War I broke 

out, but die' not take part in actual fighting, spending most 
of his time in training camps. After the Armistice he returned 

to his home coxmty, living in Oxford and New Orleans, Later 

he started running a small farm and devoted himself entirely 
to literary work, 

Faulkner began his literary career as a poet, and that 
fact coloured all his later prose work. He has repeatedly 

called himself a "failed poet" who had turned to witing 
prose narratives as "the next best thing". Like most other 

writers of his age, Faulkner has often been preoccupied with 
the events and tlje implications of World War I, and his early 
books reflect it. 

As a veteran of war Faulkner was allowed to enrol at 
the University of Mississippi, where he studied Englich, 

Spanish, and French, but he was in residence only one full 
academic year. Some of his contributions to the student pub
lications suggest that he was a precocious, sardonic young 



man vrtio was having difficulties in finding himself as an art
ist or a professional* After a job at a bookstore in Few 

^ork he soon came back to his home town, Oxford.« In 1924 he 

met Sheirwood Anderson, by that time an established man cf let-r 

terSf v^o encotiraged his cherished dream to become a writer«. 
Пю same year he published his first volume of poems under 
the heading "The Marble .Farm*. Imitative of Swinburne and 
Beardsley• Soon, however, he turned primarily to the writing 
of prose sketches, short stories and novels* 

Faulkner*s first novel, "Soldier's Pay"» idiich Sherwood 

Anderson helped to get published in 1926, reflects his own 

postTwar disillusionment as well as that of the Lost Genera^ 
ti< . It is a story of the return from war of a wounded fli

er. She author reveals the tragedy of the hero who enters 
peace-time life crippled both physically and spiritually. Man 

has been portrayed as a mere plaything at the mercy of blind 
forces of reaction. "Soldier's Pay" received favourable re
views, and its publisher signed a contract for a second nov

el. 

"MosQuitoes"« published in 1927, used New Orleans as a 

setting. It is a satirical novel, containing a series of Amer

ican "tall tales" which the author, according to his own 
words, had worked up together with Anderson. 

By the end of the 1920s, Faulkner had come back to Mis

sissippi, and he spent the rest of his life in Oxford, which 

became the background for most of his books under the name 
of Jefferson, Yoknapatawpha County. He became fs  us for his 
fictional Yoknapatawpha epic, covering a long period of time 
from the beginning of the nineteenth century and the Ameri
can Civil Vi'aT to the '50s of the twentieth century. 

Paulkner's Yoknapatawpha County, Mlssiseippi, with Jef
ferson, as the county seat, is both a mythical and an actual 
region. Reality and myth are difficult to separate because 

Faulkner has transcribed the geography, the history, and the 
people of northern Mississippi, but has also transmuted 
them. It is more sensible, however, to see Yoknapatawpha 
Coimty and its people as a little self-contained world of 
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the imagination than an acctirete history, from the time of 
the Chicksaw Indians down to the present of northern Mis

sissippi. This mythical country, a part of the South, has 

Ъееп depicted ap being very different from the rest of the 
Iftiited States, from the West, the East and the North• The 
resident of the Yoknapatawpha County is the southerner, who 
carries the burden of a painful heritage that began with 
aLarery, and who responds to it in his individual way (4s3)» 

But northern Mississippi, especially the town of Qrford 
(Jefferson) and Lafayette County (^oknapatawpha County) is, 

above all, Faulkner's own, native territory, as his family 

lived there since the Civil V/ar. Many of his fictional char

acters have, therefore, also prototypes in real life. 

Faulkner*8 first novels of the Yoknapatawpha epic deal 

with the past and the present of his home county and the 
history of the town Jefferson# These books are "Sartorig** 
(1929), "The Sound and the Fury" (1929), "As I Lav Dvinf" 

(1930), "SgnctüäE^" (1931), "Llirht in August" (1932), 
(1935), "Absalom. Absalom!" (1936), and the collections of 
short stories "Idvll in the Desert" (1931), "Or. Martine" 
(1934), and "The Unvanouiahed" (1938). These books reflect 
Faulkner's hatred for the conte  orary capitalist society 
and a certain sympathy with the patriarchal, agrarian node of 
life in the South. But for all his attachment to the past he, 
at the same time, concentrates upon the decadence of the fam
ilies, representative of the old Southern aristocracy. 

The first novel of the series, "Sartorls".. dramatizes 
the decay of a proud Southern family, the Sartorises. The 

main characters. Colonel Sartoris and Bayard Sartoris, have 
obviously been drawn from Faulkner's ода eccentric great
grandfather and grandfather respectively. 

The beginning of the most important eight-year period 
in Faulkner's entire litereiry career, was marked by the pubr-
lication of "The Sound and the Fury" in 1929. The novel de

serves to be regarded as Faulkner's first major literary 
triumph, vrhich also brought him vrorld renown. 

Although the subject-matter of "The Sound and the Fury" 
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has much in common with that of "Sartoris". here Faulkner 
goes beyond his nostalgia and sympathy with the past glory. 
It is a more merciless exposure of the mental and moral de
cay of another proud and once distinguished Southern fami
ly, the Compaons. 

Paulkner traces the history of the Compaons frrai 1699 to 

1945* ^e fsunily has had famous generals and wealthy plant
ers in its ranks. Once it had owned the Compson Mill and many 

other properties. But the novel proper tells the story of the 
last generation of the Compsons, and is confined.to a short 
period of time from June2, 1910, to April 9, 1928, 

Mr, Compson, the head of the family, is a witty lawyer 

and an educated man, who apart from his,professional activi
ties is.interested in classical studies. Being too week and 

selfish, however, he takes to drinking, thus revealing the 
open signs of. decay in the family, Mrs, Compson is an inef--

fectual, self-pitying wife, a typical purposeless lady of 
the Southern aristocracy. 

Partly because of this lack of moral support from their 
parents, the four children lead lives of tragedy and waste. 

They also represent, in varying degrees, the moral degrada-r 
tion of the South, Benjy is an idiot, Candace (Caddy) be

comes an easy-gQing, promiscuous woman, after her personal 
life has failed, Quentin, a student of Cambridge (Massachu
setts), commits suicide. The last Compson to survive, apart 
from the imbecile Benjy, is the younger Jason (IV), who turns 
out to be a demoniac, childless man. 9e is scornful of any 

family tradition, of principle or honour. He works in a hardr-
ware store, speculates at the stock market, and systematical
ly steals the money Candace sends for the board and room of 

her illegitimate daughter, named Quentin (after her favourite 
brother). The girl returns the cruelty and meanness of her 
uncle by stealing the money from him and running off with a 
fellow employed by a carnival. 

The tragedy of the Compsons has its source in the lack 

of love between the different members of the family. But the 
basic cause of their downfall is the cold and self-centred 
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mother. She does not have any real feelings for her children., 
being at the same time extremely sensitive about .her faded 
glory, about the social statue of her own fainily, the Basr 
combs» She can give her children neither genuine affec

tion nor education for their independent life« 
Contrary to the degenerate members of the Compson fam

ily, their servants are constant reminders of permanent valr 
ues. Dilsey, the old Negress, is the most important of them. 

Decent, sympathetic and responsible, she provides the coher
ence and moral principles against which the Содфвопв are, by 
implication, judged. Althou^ she foresees the decline of the 
family end understands their tragedy, she goes on taking care 
of them. It-ie sh« who manages to keep the household in some 

order and decency. 
The symbolic title of the novel has been derived from 

Shakespeare's tragedy "Macbeth" (Act V, Scene 5)s "It is a 

tale / Told by an idiot, ftill of яштД fury / Signifying 
nothing." The title casts light on many aspects of the Eftory. 
All the Compson brothers are, in different ways, telling the 
tales of "sound and fury", most obviously, however, Ben;}y^ 
1Й10 does not make any difference between the past and the 
present. 

The sense of loss and chaos is intensified by Paulk-r 
ner's symbolic setting of the action on Good Friday and Eas
ter Sunday. The story of the family is told from the point 

of view of three persons which also increases the tragic at
mosphere in which the novel is enveloped. 

While writing the novel Faulkner was considerably in-r 

fluenced by the.in^ressionistic tradition of Henry James, 
Ford Madox Ford, James Joyce and other writers of the 'гОв 
- the tradition which held that,"life does not narrate but 
makes impressions on our brains". To James Joyce in partic-
vilar Faulkner owes the "interior monologue" and the stream-
-of-consciousness technique which sometimes makes if diffir-
cult for the reader to follow the sequence of events, es
pecially in the first part of the book. 

All the characters think and speak primarily in their 
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ovm peculiar manner. Thus, for instance, all the thoughts of 
Benjy, the idiot, have to do vith sensations - with smells, 
tones of voices, colours,,etc. He never speculates in the 
abstract but simply feels. Time past,and present merge in 
his imbecile mind In a continuous flow. A typical eian l̂e of 
Benjy*s way of thinking is the following passage, which ire-
corde his sensations when he is watching a golfing matehi 
"Througjl the fence, between the curling flower ^aees, I 
could see them hitting. They were coming forward where the 
flag was and I went along the fence. Luster was hunting in 
the grass by the,flower tree. They took the flag out, and 
they were hitting." (5s21) 

Differently from Benjy's confused sensations, Jason 
Compson's thoughts and speech are invariably clear-headed 
and ironic, expressing his extreme callousness and, at the 
same time, a sense of frustration. According to the author's 
own words Jason is the most vicious character he has ever 
created. 

The modern protagonist, the suffering ,aesthete of the 
novel, is, however, Jason's brother Quentin. He cannot find 
an outlet from his ovm abstract reasoning and over-sensttiv»-
ity. His thoughts and experiences on the day of his suicide 

on June 2, 1910, are recorded in the second part of the nov

el« He is very sensitive about the lost honour of his faadly, 
but especially about the disgrace of his sister Caddy, irtio* 
he loves. He has a frustrated desire to free himself and Gady 
dy from the,meaningless "sound and fury" of time by coHsait-
i'ing Incest, At the same time he remembers his father's.cynic 
attitude to his virginity, to matters of sex In general, and 
everything loses significance in his eyes. Peeling himself 

unloved and utterly forelom he gets drowned. 
In the '30s Faulkner published several gloomy novels, 

fpl! of violence and irrationality, "As I Lay Dying" (1930) 

pi'CfjeKts fifteen Southern characters in their relationships 
wi Ui each other, and especially with the old woman, Addle 

who is dying. The action centres round the dying Ad-» 

die raid the members of her family; her favovirite elder son, 
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Cash, .who is building a coffin for her, while she is still 
living» her husband Ansa, who-lacks a sense of duty even in 

the face of death, and Darl, the second son, who has lost all 

favour in his mother's eyes. 
*8ят1о.Н:пягу" (I93l) is a horrific story of rape and mur

der In which sexual evils are identified with the oldness and 
decay of the world. It suggests a Southern society far which 

sex ie only lust and human relationships of amoral engage

ments* 
"Hfrht Нл August" (1932), however, is the novel in which 

Faulkner for the first time deals with the reletionebips be

tween the Hegroes and the ^ites in the South« The book is a 

condemnation of puritanical "righteousness" in the persecu
tion of Negroes end reaches its culmination in the lynching 

of Joe Christmas. The idea of the novel is borne out by Gaie 

Hightower, the old minister, who condemns the local protes
tant community in the following words; "Pleasure, ecstasy 
they cannot,.» bear. Their escape from it is in violence, in 

drinking and fighting and praying; catastrophe too, the vio

lence identical and apparently inescapable. And *Й1У should 
not their religion drive them to crucification of tbenselvce 
and one another? And they would do it gladly, gladly."(6 :346) 

The same theme of racial discrimination and violence is 
also central in "Absalon. Absalom'? (1936). 

The end of the 'ЗОв witnessed the beginning of a change 
in Faulkner's outlook of life. When the early novels and ertor 
ries revealed a certain sympathy with the Southern tradi
tions and customs in the past, theQ now he concentrates his 
attention on the immediate present. His oppositioQ to the 
evils of flourishing capiteüism becomes more marked. Hie.main 
concern is the exposure of the money—grabbing bourgeois, who 
starts dominating the society of the American South. 

Faulkner's books of this later period are remarkable for 
their sober realism and artistic maturity. -The author has got 
rid of his modernistic technique i*ilch puzzled so many of his 
readers. The structure of his novels has become more clearly 
outlined, the sequence of events and the relationships be

tween his characters more logical than In his previous works» 
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In 1940 Faulkner wrote hts novel » which 
opened the "Trilogy of Snopee?« The other two volumes of the 

trilogy appeared,mxch later - "The Town" in 1954 and "The 
Mansion" in 1959« The trilogy is a sharp denxmciation of the 
corruption and moral degradation of the so-called "newly-? 
rich" in the South. It depicts the downfall of the old aris
tocratic Vamer family and the rise to power of the former 

poor-whites - the Snopeses. By sheer deceit and unscru-

puloueness the latter become the financial oligarchy of the 
country» 

In "Thft НятпТй-»:" the former beggarly tenant, ?lem Snopes, 
starts his career ae a clerk at the rich storekeeper and pol
itician Will Varner» By outrageously swindling his master he 

has, in a five-month period, acquired enou^ money to specu-r 

late with land and cattle« Gradually he becomes the most in
fluential man in the village# He marries Vamer*8 daughter 
Eiila, Krtiose rich dowry not only consolidates his fortune, but 

also drives him from one villainous machination to another. 

By the end of the novel Flem has completely ruined his fa

ther- in-latw, Vamer, and ousted him from his own store. When 
the possibilities of "business" in the village are exhaust

ed, Plem sells his land to the farmers at a great price and 

moves to town. 
"The .Town" Faulkner records Plem's further adventures 

in Jefferson. Soon he becomes the shareholder of a second-r 

rate restaurant and of the electric station of the town. 
Through a most unscrupulous blackmail he also procures the 
post of president at the local bank. He drives to suicide 
his wife Eula and ruins the career of her lover, the finan

cier de- Spain, who leaves the town. 
In "The Manalon** Flem's avidity and ambition wiU reach 

their highest peak. As the most influential person of Jefferr 
son he lives now in the aristocractic mansion, which former
ly belonged to the de ^ains. 

Faulkner strikingly shows how Flem's rise on the social 
ladder has unfavourably influenced the fate of his own people 

land relativesi his wife Eula, his daughter Linda and his 
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poor cousin Hike* binda*8 aversion for such people as the 
aercilese SInopeses and her desire to fight against them, 
make her a Commonist* Although the author does not suffici
ently reveal her belief in Communiara, her understanding of 

its role in. modem class society, she still symbolizes EH 

active force that fi^ts against Flem Sbopes, the embodiment 

capitalist evil« 
The grim fate of the hnmiliated and plundered farmers 

is embodied in Flem*s роове* cousin, Mike Shopes* The author 
depicts the hard labour of the isq>overiahed tenant in the 
Mississippi-State, and the privation of his family in winter 
after the payment of rent* Зл despair Mike kills Houston, ̂ a 
rich neighbouring farmer after the latter faas takm away his 
cow, the only source of his livelihood« Mike hopes that Flem 

will help him to escape punishment, butHelattfr сфагев no 
effort to prolong the tem of his imprieonmeat. Plem lives 
in constant fright befora his furious eoaela, iriio mi^t 
come out of prison and take hie revenge* On being released 
thirty-ei^t years later, Mike murders.Flea as themedn cul
prit of his sufferings and misfortunes. In both of hl9 
crimes, however, Mike does not set himself any sQcial task. 

His is a blind riot of the poor against the rich* 
Faulkner's.realism reaches its highest peak in*Tbe Tri

logy of Saopes"« Having started his literary career as an 

admirer of the patriarchal past, by the end of it he viewed 

more critically the social life in the South, making tfae cor

ruption of the bourgeois the main butt of his satire* This 

broadening of his social consciousness can also be observed 
in his treatment of racial problems at that period* In his 
book of short stories, "Go Ротю Moaea* (1942), and especial-r 
ly in the novel, "Intruder in the Duat" (1948), Fanlkner de

votes much attention to the relationship between the Fegroas 
and the Vhites, fiercely denouncing .racial discrimination*. 

Intruder in the Duat? tells the story of Lucas Beau-

champ, an old. Negro farmer, who is put into prison en a fram? 
ed-up charge - the murdering of a *rtiite man, Vinson Cowrie* 
^n his prison cell Lucas is visited by the County Attorney, 
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Gavin Stevens, and the latter's l6-year-old nephew, Charles 
Mallison, whose life the Negro had once saved» 

Charles, who is also the narrator of the story, becomes 

an active fighter for Lucas's release. The Hi^ro tells Charles 

that the only way of proving his innocence is to dig out tbe 
dead body of Vinson Cowrie. A close examination of the corpse 

should show that Lucas's gun had not been liie murderer's wea
pon. When the grave is opened, however, the body of another 

man is found. Gradually Ibe grim truth is revealed. It turns 

out that Vinson Cowrie's own brother, Crawford, had killed 
him with the view of accusing Lucas of the murder, as the 

latter had threatened to eapose his theft of lumber from his 
brother Vinson. Crawford had also miurdered Vinson's friend 

Jack, 1Й10 knew about the crime, and put his body into Vin

son's grave, to mislead the possible investigation and free 
himself from any suspicion. With the help of the legal aur-

thorities, Charles and some other members of the white comr> 
munity# Lucas Beauchan^'s innocence if finally proved.(7«25б) 

After the publication of "Go Down Moses" and "Intruder 
in the Dust" Faulkner's literary skill began to weaken. His 
two volumes of short stories "Knight'я GamMt" (1949) and 

"Collected Short Stories" (1950) , as well as his elaborate 
novel about World War I, "A Pacble" (1954), mi^t be consid
ered to be failures. His very last novel, "The Reivers" 

(1962), which was awarded the Pulitzer Prize, appe'ared im
mediately before Faulkner's death. 

Faulkner's monumental literary output, in spite of its 

seeming narrowness of theme, offers a more profotmd and com
prehensive picture of America.than any other contemporary 
writer has succeeded in doing. This is also the main reasor 

why his heritage has been more and more appreciated in the 

*й1о1е world today. 
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TROMAir CAPOTE 

"Growing цр in some place like Monroeville (in the 
South) as it surely must have been in similar towns, pro

duced a strange loneliness which added to sensibility, and 

seemed to increase creativity. In a way, I used up some of 
my loneliness by writing." 

Truman Capote 
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2« ташшг CAPOTE 

(Ъ. 1924) 

Тттаал Capote is one of the most original representa-
tiree of conte^Kirary iaeriean prose* He differs from all 
other irriters of hie time for his particular iatonatioa and 
for the special emotional tone of his narratiTe* In the 
course-of 40 jmarB of his literary actlyities his manner of 
writing has not mach changed. It does not concern only the 
stylistic or cQB OSltlonal qualities of his stories and пот-
els, hat also his world outlook« He has remained true to 

more or less similar set of problems and psychologically 

similar characters. This persistence and steadfastness to 
his own theme has its strong and weak points* Be is a keen 

and profound observer of life, but his fictional world is 

somewhat confined» closed within himself and therefore nar» 
row* 

In spite of his individual peculiarities, however, Tru

man Capote represents a well-established tradition* Already 
his first stories showed his close affinities with the South
ern literary school, with its peculiar world outlook and 

human character, conditioned by the commonness of the native 
history. He belongs to the вате group of writers as William 
Paiilkner, Penn Warren, Harper Lee, Carson McCullers, Eudora 
Welty and many others* 

Much In Capote's creative life is explained by the im»» 

presslons of his childhood in the South. It is mainly these 
impressions that he is concerned with, 

Triman Capote was born in 1924 in New Orleans, in the 
State of Louisiana, After his parents had separated, he was 
brought up in the South by his elderly aunts end cousins. He 
had learned to read before he started attending a school in 
Oreenwich, Connecticut» His English teacher at Greenwich 

High School, Catherine Wood, is said to have been the first 
person who gave Capote a stimulus for writing. Under her 
^'idance he contributed poems and stories to the school pa-
j-.er "The Green Witch", 
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Capote did not get, however, and systematic education. 
He lived in various peorts of the South, spending his sum? 
mers in Alabama or Hew Georgia and winters in New Orleans. 
But, according to his own words, his childhood was not un
happy, as he could always do what he liked, and not care nuch 

what other people thou^t of him. In these formative years 

his favourite pastime was reading, and the deepest early tmi-
pression was made on him by the tales of Edgar Allan Poe. 

Before Capote became a,Journalist and writer he held 
many odd Jobs: as an office-boy for "The Hew Worker", a danr-

cer on a river boat and a movie-script reader. But at four

teen he had already started writing stories and some of them 
were also published. Later he comunented on the beginning of 

his literary career as follows: "Growing up in some place like 
Monroeville, as it surely must have been in similar towns, 

produced a strange loneliness which added to sensibility, 

and seemed to increase creativity. In a way, I used up some 
of my loneliness by writing." (5:249) 

Capote continued writing stories and soon also attract

ed the attention of the critics. He was nineteen when he had 
received twice the 0'Henry Memorial £5iort Story Prize for 
his stories "Miriam" and "Shut a Final Door". 

Capote's first novel. "Other Vnir.fts. Other Roema". (1948), 

set against the Deep South, has a strong autobiographical 

colouring. The book achieved international recognition and 

brought Capote a place among the first-rank American writ
ers. 

In "Other Voices. Other Booms" the author turns for the 

first time to his boyhood memories, that remain also the 
main fount of inspiration in his subsequent work. Uie poetic 
colouring of his first impressions somewhat lightens the 

otherwise gloomy story the action of which takes place in a 
provincial town. The teenage hero, Joel Hox, moves to New 

Orleans, after the burial of his «other, in search of his 
father, who long ago had abandoned the family. 

According to the central idea of the novel the hero is 

destined to go through many trials in his lonely search for 
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truth. He must overcome his instinctive fear before the all-

powerful "evil" and arrive,at a silent comprehension of the 

beauty and tragedy of life. Wandering in the twisting cor»-
ridors of a gloomy castle, he must .syjibolically find for 

himself "other rooms and other voices", i.e» tentatively mak

ing his way towards maturity and leaving behind his bo^^ood* 
The undercurrent pessioiiam that becomes evident in Ca-f 

pete*8 first novel, is more clearly marked in his early col
lection of short stories, "A Tree of the Hlght" (1949)« The 
heroes of these stories live in a dream world of their own, 
not capable of understanding real life and its objective 
laws. Ill fear of the surrounding cruelty they have withdrawn 
into,a realm of abstract ideals of beauty, honesty, and Jus
tice. As these illusions usually collapse jn the contact with 

grim, reality, the heroes are forced to indulge in painful 
self-analysis and abstract reasoning* Owing to the illusory 

quality, there is practically no action in these stories» 

The contours of the picture are intentionally obscure and the 
designs deliberately slipshod. As the Soviet critic Zveryev 

has noted, the "phantasmagoria" of Capote's early stories 

sometimes calls forth direct associations with Poe or with 
the prose of surrealists. iS^S) 

In 1951 appeared Capote's second novel, "The gpassHBrt)".^ 

which is generally considered to be his best and most char

acteristic work. The author himself regarded the book, the 
"only true thing" he ever wrote. Like the first .novel, it 

reflects his own childhood memories In the South. It deals 

with a email group of sincere, gentle people, who in revolt 

against the commercial and material values around them have 
withdrawn into a dream world of their own. 

Although Capote's next, longer story, "Breakfast at Tif
fany's" is set in New York and not in his native South, it is 

in many ways typicsil of the author's unconventional world 
outlook and his treatment of the grotesque, eccentric char
acter, It tells the story of a girl from lower middle class. 
Holly Gclightly, vÄiose rackety sexual adventures in the city 
are considered to be immoral by the standards of the narrow-
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minded bourgeolSf but who turns out to be the only one in 
her wide circle of chance acquaintances to.belieTe in gen

uine honesty, human kindness and solidarity. Before the book 

ends the reader becomes convinced that-the downfall of the 
heroine has been caused by the corrupt, immoral society in 

which she moyes and not by her own, ultimateley good and 

honest nature. 
Apart from fiction proper Capote has also written pub-

licistic work: a collection of essays, and library por
traits, such as "Local Color" (1950), a review of the opera 
troupe "Borgy and Bessy" in the Soviet Union, under the head

ing "Musea Are Heard" (1956), and a collection of portraits 

from clebrities, "Observations" (1959). Among his Jounaalis-

tic reports, based on documentary evidence, the best-known is 
"In Cold Blood" (1966). 

THE GRASS HARP 

The story is set in a small American town io the South, 

which the author himself had most likely habited. The beau

tiful scenery around the town has also given rise to ttie title 
of the book. There is a field of Indian grass between,the 
hill and the woods, that changes with.every season: "... go 

to see it in the fall, late September, when it has gone red 

as sunset, when scarlet shadows like firelight breeze over 
it and the autumn winds strum on its dry leaves sighing hu
man music, a harp of voices." (9:29) 

The narrator of the story is Collin Penwick, an orphan 
boy of sixteen, who has been living for years with his two 
elderly lamarried aunts, Dolly end Verena Tal bo. younger 

of them, Verena, is authoritative, practical and rich. She i& 

the owner of a drugstore, a filling station, a grocery and an 
office build.ing. The elder aunt, Dolly, whom the boy likes 
best, is shy, gentle and day-dreaming, a direct opposite to 
the businesslike Verena. Dolly's faithful Negro servant, 
Catherine Greek, is her best friend. The latter calls her 

mistress lovingly "Dolly Heart", whereas Verena is for her 
"That One". 
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la her youth Dolly had learned to make a medicine by 
boiling various herbs. The formula, which had been given 
to her by a gipsy woman, ended with the rhyaet "Boil til3 
dark and pure / If you want a dropsy cure." Dolly sends the 
remedy, which is said to cure the dropsy, to sick people 
free of charge» A conflict rises between Dolly and Verona on 
account of this drug« With the help of a certain Dr. Ritz 

she tries to persuade Dolly to start a company for the pro
duction of the aedicine: she has set her mind on profiting by 

it* This outrageous propsal makes Dolly flee from home, to^ 

gether with Collin and Catherine, to an old tree-house in the 

woods* Later in the day they are Joined by two. other loyal 
friends fiiley Henderson, a boy of Collin's age, and Judge 
Cool, whose world outlook has much in common with that cf Dol

ly. "Roosted in the sycamore tree" (9^98), five of them al

together, they spend three memorable days of late September 

in the lap of nature, away from the "rotten civilization", 
telling each other their life stories and feeling a real kin

ship of spirit, 
-The narrow-minded townspeople do not understand, hcw^ 

ever, this romantic, harmless rebellion. Soon they detect the 

fugatives and try to force them to return home. Two parties 

of men are sent out by Verena Tal bo to, punish them for herring 

broken the accepted norms of behaviour, "Swinging their rtfles 

against the undergrowth like eanecutters, they swaggered up 
the path, nine, twelve, twenty strong". (9s98)Atthe head of 

the gang is the sheriff himself, followed by the "principal at 

school", the "grim Reverend Buster" and other town authori
ties. They make an uproar, surrounding the tree-house; and 

finally the shaking Verena herself is obliged to climb up in 
order.to bring her sister to senses and leave the unseemly 
abode. It is, however, neither the threats of the crowd nor 
the entreaties of Verena but a pouring rain that ultimately 
makes Dolly and her company go home. The same winter Dol
ly falls ill and dies. The strain of the tree-incident had 

been too much for her delicate frame and sensitive nerves. 
After the death of Dolly an important stage of Collin's 
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boyhood has come to a sudden end. Deprived of his dream-life 
he lapses into a meditative gloom. Thus we find hia arguing; 
"I've read that past and future are a spiral, one coil con

taining the next and predicting its theme. Perhaps this ie 

so; but my own life has seemed to me more a series of closed 

circles, rings that do not evolve with the freedom of a 

spiral: for me to,get from one to the other has meant a 
leap, not a glide. Vfhat weakens<me is the lull between, the 

wait before I know where to jump. After Dolly died I was a 

long while dangling?" (9ЯН, 115) Collin feels that he cannot 
spend "a waking moment in the Talbo house. It was too thick 
with air that did not move." (9^115) 

Рог some time he "dangles" vmhappily between the differ
ent pleasures of the town. Then.suddenly he makes up his 

mind,to "jump" into the unknown - to leave hishonae place for 
good. In the company of his old friend, the Judge, he pays 

his farewell visit to the field of high Indian grass, as it 
best reminds him of aunt Dolly, the symbol of his happy Ьоут 
hood: "Quietly astonished, we surveyed the viev/ from. the сепь 
etry hill, and arm in arm descended to the summer-burned, 
September-burnished field. A waterfall of color flowed across 
the dry and strumming leaves: and I v/anted then for the Judge 
to hear what Dolly had told me: that it was a grass herp, 
gathering, telling, a harp of voices remembering a story. We 
listened." (9:118) 

Ш COLD BLOOD 

The book is baaed on the documentary evidence of a 
particularly shocking and brutal murder of an innocent South-
era family-, the Clutters, of West Kansas, in 1959. 

Capote himself called the work his "Nonfictional Nortel". 
Already for a long time he had intended to write.a book in 
*4iich fiction would be connected with journalism, art with 
the technique of the newspaper reporter, imaginary craftsman т 
ship with exact documentary facts. He complained that his li-
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terary work was becoming more and more subjective, based on 
his cvm personal self and reminiscences» Thus he determined 

to arrange his creative work in this way that it would ob-

^iectively depict real life and its people. As a- matter-of 

facts this type of dociunentary genre is one of the most pre»-
¥alent recent tendencies» not only in America but in the 

whole world. It is true, however, that Capote was one of the 

first original practitioners of this genre. 
"Tn Cnid Blood" is based on careful research. Before 

writing his "Honf ictipnal Hovel" Capote aade abundant notes, 
running to 6000 pages. As a rule, he took these notes by 

шетаогу, after the corresponding talk with a witness, not 
during it. 

In November, 1959, soon after the American paper "Sew 
had carried the horrible news of the nmrder of 

four members of a Southern farmer's family, the Clutters, he 
decided to write about this most cold-blooded murder case he-
had ever heard. He rang up his friend and fellow^novelist. 
Harper bee, who was a legal man by profession, and asked for 
his help in the Investigation and in the collection ofmat^ 
rials. 

He found out that on November 15, 1959, four members of 
the farmer's family had been killed in a small village,Hol-
cofflb: Herbert William Clutter, his wife, the son Eenyon and 
the dau^ter Nancy. There was no evident motive of the mor-
der as the family was respectable in the nei^bourhood and 
had no enemies. The.murderers had disappeared, leaving no 
tx>ace of themselves. 5 years, 4 months and 29 days later, 
however, the two criminals. Perry Sbith and Richard Hickock, 
were captured, put into prison and hanged in the Kansas 
State. Thus Capote's book is a penetrating investigation of 
the life and death.of 6 people - 4 murdered victims, and 2 
executed criminsils. 

Although Capote started collecting the necessary mate-!> 
rials immediately after the tragic event had taken place, 
hie research work lasted nearly six years. H9 examined the 
psychological and social causes of the murder. He got his 
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material from legal documente, aa well ae from hie conver

sations with people who had close relations with the -^^ic -

tims. He spent, three years in West Kansas, visiting all the 

shops, boarding-houses and other places where the murderers 
had been, in order to get better acquainted with their paot, 

their way of thinking, their mode of life. .He took part in 

the legal investigation from its first days, had many сол« 
versations with the criminals themselves, irtxo we3?e iratitixsg 
for the trial, and later was present at the courtthe 
death sentence was read. 

But although "In Cold Blood" is a book entirely based 
on documentary evidence, it is not merely a journalistic 
report. Capote presents all the facts about theMorder., but 
these facts are closely connected with his main theme - the 
causes of the singular crime. The author has assembled his 
material like a producer in cinematography, using the facts 
in strict, logical sequence. In this way he has also pre

sented a socio-psychological study. It shows how inhuman 

social order stirs up in people callousness, and an embit
tered desire to revenge. It likewise tries to give an апт 
swer to the question why man's life is so cheap in Aswrica, 
ТЙ1У criminality is such an important social problem. The 
reader does not see only the two murderers, Perry Smith and 
Richard Hickock, but also the social and moral atmosphere 
which creates such people. 

The reader also leams all the possible facts about 
the Clutters, who iiad not had the slightest cozmection with 
the criminals. The head of the family, William Clutter was 
an educated, hard-working, deeply religious iran, held Inhi^ 
esteem in the neighboorhood. His wife, a sickly .women, was 
also respected by all their relatives and acquaintances. 
Their two children had been the best pupils at the local 
school. 

The murder might have been coomiitted under "äse pretext 
of robbery. But this could not have been guy real cause, ae 
the family never kept their money at home. 3Hie murderers 
could also have taken the bounty, if they had fotmd any in 
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the house, and left, without atrociously killing the people. 
Neither Richard Hickock nor Perry Smith had committed 

any crime before* Richard was outwardly a pleasant young 
man, sincerely fond of his wife and child. And Perry was 
known to, be a harmless youth, somewhat sentimental in hie dis

position. But he had been to the Vietnam War and had кпото 
how to kill a man. It was also he who murdered the Clutters, 
all the four of them. 

The previous life of the young men had been to some ex

tent imhappy and tragic which partly explains their crime. 

Both had been struggling with poverty since shildhood and had 
had no chance to achieve material well-being later, Thi^a lack 

of success in personal life might have caused their anger, 

jealousy and cruelty towards people who were better ofT. Part-r 

ly, however, the crime was committed by men who were ulti

mately pathological, and could not lead a normal life. 

Thus Capote's book "In Cold Blood" is not really a 
detective story but a profound, many-sided socio-psychologi-

cal study. It is a warning against young people, who grow up 

in a,society that is full of hidden hatred, distrust andrev-

enge. 
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II. BLACK PROTEST 

One of the most characteristic features in American so-p 
cial life that appeared with great force in the 60e and 70s, 
was the mass novement of Negroes for their civil rights. Neg
ro problem or the so-called "Black Protest" became in these 
years a problem So. 1, calling forth a great number of con

tradictions and conflicts. 

Regardless of their political and other convictions, 

the leaders of this movement considered that America was 

creating two different worlds, two different societies, thosß 
of the whites and,those of the blacks. The country was stand

ing at crossroads. There were two al'tematives: either a 
radical solution of the Negro problem or a general chaos and 

disintegration through racial and class discrimination. 
Negro literature as one aspect of this movement, does 

not represent any unified phenomenon. Among Negro writers and 
intellectuals there are different literary and social-poli

tical tendencies. But for all of them a struggle for civil 

rights has become predominant. At the same time the notion 

"civil rights of the Negroes" haa been understood in.various 
ways, l) The supporters of the murdered Negro leader, Martin 

Luther King, suggest peaceful means of struggle to convince 
everybody of the human dignity of the "coloured people", 2) 

On the other hand, the roost militant representatives of the 

movement, demand inimediate action of violence, Their anarchic 
slogans propagate the superiority of the black people to the 
white. They categorically deny the whole white civilization, 
%ey consider the v/ord "Negro" an insult, and call themselves 
"Black", 

Contemporary Negro literature in America includes many 
writers. The most popular and talented of them are: James 
Baldwin, William Kelly, Le Roi Jones, John Killens, Ralph El

lison, John V/iliiams, Malcolm X, William Demby, William Gard
ner Smith, Chester Himes, Richard Wright, and a few others. 
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1. JAME$ BALDWIN 
(b. 1924) 

Jaaee Baldwin is not only the best-known Negro writer, 
бзшф also one of the most talented American authors in gener
al® His name has been mentioned together with such eminent 
writers of the poet-war generatipn as Salinger, Bellow, Cheer-

erg Styron, Updike, Ifelamud, etc., 1Й10.surged after the 
glerie»» older generation of Hemingway—Pitagerald—-Faulkner-
S-fee labeck» 

She reader knows more about the formation of Baldwin's li-

career than, perhaps, that of any other writer, be

hause, the links between hie life and creative work are тегу 

close» 3n a number of autobiographical essay a,,written in 

the last person, he hiijiself builds up his life-story with 
abundant conmentaries» 

Baldwin was bom in 1924 and grew up in the Negro ghetr 
to Harlem, in New York. There were nine children in the fam

ily and James was the oldest. Ae he conments on their big 
familys *1, James in August, George in January, Barbara in 

AwgiiBtj Wiimer in October, David in December, Gloria, Ruth, 

lliaabeth, and (niien we thought it was over!) Paula Maria, 
asmed by me, bom on the day our father died, all in suimer 
time.-' (1:16) 

The day of his father's death was in many ways a signi-r 
fieast event in Baldwin's life. As he writes in his essay, 
^'•'loies of a.Native Son"; "On the 29th of July, in 1943, my 
fatter died. Од the same day, a few hours later, his last 
child was born. Over a month before this, while all our ener« 
gies were concentrated in waiting for these events, there 
had been, in Detroit, one of the bloodiest race riots of the 
century. A few hours after my father's funeral, while he lay 
in state in the undertaker's chapel, a race riot broke out in 
Harlem. On the morning of the 3rd of August, we drove my 

father to the graveyard through a wilderness of smashed plate 
-^lass. The day of my father's funeral had also been my nine

teenth birthday." (2:85) 



Baldwin hated his father. This hatred recurs like an ob

sessive theme in many of his books. Apart from being pro

foundly personal - the aversion of an intelligent, senoitive 

son towards his narrowminded, tyrarjiical father - this hatrea 

was also an inborn feeling of all black children towardr 

their parents. In one of his later essays Baldwin v/rites: 

"By teaching a black child that he is worthless, that he can 

never contribute anything to civilization, you are teaching 

him to hate his mother, his father and his brothers." (4:1l) 

Since his early youth it had been Baldwin's dream to be

come a creative writer. But his father was a preacher, and 

wanted to make him a preacher too. Thus at the age of 14 Baldr 
win became a preacher in Harlem. His deep contempt for tbs in

sincerity of chapel service, and the other desperate inner 
conflicts of his formative years, are convincingly reflected 

in his first novel "Go Tell It on the Mountain". At 17 he 

managed to get rid of the hated job, and soon after, left 
home to lead an independent life and devote himself to liter
ature. Hie book reviews and first tentative attempts at 

creative writing brought him moderate success. At 21 he hac? 

"done enough of a novel to get a Saxton Fellowship", (2:4) 
When the novel turned out, however, unsalable, he wee forced 

to do all kinds of odd jobs to keep himself alive. As he iron

ically comments on this period of his early career japart 

from "waiting on tables in a village restaurant", he continued 
writing book reviews about the Negro problem "concerning 
v^hich the color of my skin made me automatically an expert". 
(2:4) His second book, written under these straitened cir

cumstances, met the same fate as the first "fellowship but 
no sale (It was a Rosenwald Fellowship)". (2:4) 

Driven to despair, Baldv/iJi decided to stop reviewing 

books, and in 1942, at the age of 24, he left America for 
Paris, where he finished with great difficulties his first 
novel. 

Baldv.d.n had secretly made up his mind to leave America 

fcr ever, to fight himself free from racial prejudice, ajid 

become a creative vn'iter. Soon after arrival, however, ho r/ae 
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made to realize that he could not escape the color of his 
skin, the stigmatizing "laughter", in the foreign country 
either: "It could only remind me of the laughter which I had 
sometimes deliberately elicited. ;This laughter is-öie laus

ter of those who consider themselves to be at a safe remove 

from all,the wretched, for whom the pain of the living is 

not real. I had heard it so often In my native land that I 
had- resolved to find a place where I would never hear it any 

more. In some deep, black, stony, and liberating way, my lifte, 

in my own eyes, began during that first year in Paris, when 

it was borne in on me that this lauster is universal and nev
er can be stilled«" (2:158) In his essay, "Nobody Knows My 

Ngme", he writes with a mixture of grim humour and despond

ency about these difficult early days in Paris which included 

"starving and writing and drinking and very many other 
things". (5:53) 

In,1946 Baldwin returned home, and again left for Paris 

in 1948. Thus, like many other American Negro writers - Rich

ard Wright, his literary father, or William Dembry, William 

Cardner Smith, etc. - he expatriated himself for shorter or 
longer periods in France, Italy, Switzerland or Turkey. When 
recognition came at last, it had been»fought in the teeth of 

seemingly insurmountable difficulties. 
Today Baldwin is widely known as a prolific, versatile 

writer. He has written several novels» short stories, plays 
and collections of publicistic essays. His numerous intern-
views end TV shows have given him the reputation of a seri

ous, conscientious writer, who deeply loves his native land 
and is concerned about the welfare of its people. 

Baldwin is the author of such novels as: "^Оо Tell It on 
the Mountain" (1953), "GiovannJ'« Rnnm" (1956), "Another 
Country" (1962), "Tell Me How Long the Train!s Been Gone" 
(1968), "If Beale Street Could T^ll" (I974).ffis short-story 

collection "Going to Meet the Man", appeared in 1963, and 
his two best-known plays, "Amen Comer" and "Blues for Char-> 
lie" in 1956 and 1963 respectively. The publicistic essays, 

first printed, as a rule, in different magazines, were later 
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collected in the following books: "Hotes of a Hatlve Son** 
(1955), "Uobody Knows My Уаше" (1961). "The Fire Hext Time" 
(1963), "A Rap on Race" (196l), in collaboration with 
Margaret Mead), etc. 

Baldwin first achieved critical acclaim and universal 
recognition with his publicistic essays» It is also in these 

works that he most clearly expresses the underlying motive 

of his literary credo: the white and the black live in two 
diffemt worlds, separated by an inqpenetrable wall• Alfbougib 
these essays are carried by a militant spirit and a violent 
protest against racial discrimination, one can alec feel, 
at times, a spirit of sadness and pessimism, the> existen

tialist motives of h\man existence, as if genuine fireedom 
were achieved only by death. These ideas are explicitly ex

pressed in such a book as "The Fire Wext Time". Explaining 

the present alienation and indignation of the Hegroes in 
America, their hatred for the whites, he refers to the past 
life of these native people in the following way; 

lynching, fire, pains, castration, childmurder, violence, 
death and humiliation, fright day and.night, fright to the 

marrow of the bones, a constant doubt, if he is .worthy of 
life, as nobody around him admits such a rigjit..» " (6:112) 

In the same book, however, he also declares his militant 
outlook: the Negroes do not expect to achieve equality in 

this "burning house", the present-day America. They are der 

termined to create a new America, free from the ills of ra-r 
cial prejudice. The same idea is expressed in another pub
licistic essay, "I Have No Country. I Have No Flaiar"» "Boys 

and girls with black color of skin know already at 16 or 17 
that America is not going to fulfil any of its promises. 

They realize that they cannot find their place in^llfe, al
though they also might work for the whole country." He adds 
that "The Negro has never been so humble as the white Amer
icans consider him to be. The.Negro has come from a whole 
generation of active fighters. And the character of the Negr 

ro has not changed. He cannot any more keep away revoilution. 
A moment comes when the cup of sorrow is full." (7:2) 
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In such later essays as "A Rap on Race", however, his 
attitude becomes again sad and resigned, as if the race bar

rier could never be surmounted in America: "I no longer care 

to tell you the truth, whether white people can hear me or 

not." (4:16) 
The general cast of Baldwin's novels is less optimistic 

than that of his publicistic work. But his novels are in

teresting, not only for the topical theme, the condition of 

Negroes in present-day America, but also as specimens of ar

tistic prose, full of dramatic insight and psychological 

depth, 

Baldwin's first novel, "Go Tell It On the Mountain".is 

divided into three parts. The first part presents the story 

of a Negro family, the Grimes, in Harlem during a Saturday 

and Sunday, There are four children in the family, who live 

in a pious, god-fearing atmosphere and are denied all world
ly pleasures. This first part also presents the acute inner 

crisis of the eldest son, John, who is torn between his sense 

of duty towards his family, and his heart's desire to find 

his own identity outside the stifling religious atmosphere, 

forced upon them by their tyrannical "pater famiiias", a 

preacher by profession. 

The second part of the novel throws light upon the past 

life of the different members of the family, Gabriel Grimes, 

the cruel, overbearing father, has been depicted as a hypo

critical preacher, who teaches abstention in order to wash 

his own numerous sins, committed in the past, Gabriel's sis
ter, Florence, hates him for his insincerity and unnecessary 

violence, whereas his wife, Elizabeth, the wise and loving 
mother of the four children, tries to reconcile the inimical 
forces and hold the family together. They all are suffering 

from the damnation of race hatred that has disfigured their 
lives from the very outset. 

The third pari: of the novel presents a moving picture 
of the sufferings of the eldei' son. John Grimes, who has 

been forced by his father and environment to take up 
preacher's profession, which he has started already sincere
ly to hate. 
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In "Go Tell It on the Mountain" Baldwin has aade use 
of several religious themes and allegories, irtilcb often al
low him to avoid sharp social problems and turn to the 

eternal Biblical relationships between fatbers and children, 

men and wives, to problems of humbleness and sobordlnatlon. 

There is a constant analogy between the Biblical text and 

the composition of the novel. Thus, for instance, the sec

ond part of the novel, entitled "The Prayers of Prophets", 

consists of the following subdivisions: 1) The Prayers of 
Florence; 2) The Prayers of Gabriel, and 3) The Prayers 

of Elizabeth. In this allegorical. Biblical form Baldwin 

speaks of the pains and humiliations of the Negro people on 

the road of their "earthly life". 

All Baldwin's novels offer a complicated and often con

tradictory fusion of realistic and modernistic tendencies. 

Although he started writing in the realistic traditions of 

the '20s and '30s, he is often concerned with "the strained 

nerves", the "wounded self", i.e. with the "psyche of the 

hero", which sometimes brings him close to the modernistic 

concept, especially when he starts analyzing the purely bio

logical, sexual relationships of his characters. The vital 

social problem of contemporary American life, however, the 

problem of racial discrimination, always remains central In 

his work. 
Baldwin's second novel, "Giovanni's Room". Is to some 

extent exceptional as it does not present any Negro charac

ters. In this novel, set in France, the author first touches 

upon the problems of homosexuality, which becomes an obses
sive theme in his later fiction. The main character, David, 

represents a sophisticated Western youth, who has had sev
eral homosexual experiences: first in his boyhood with Joe, 

later in the Army, and then in fiance with Giovanni. As the 

title Indicates, the author's attention Is concentrated on 
"Giovanni's room", a poor attic, and on the relationship of 

the two men. 
David has also a girl-friend, Hella, who has, however, 

gone to Spain to meditate over her love for David, and to 
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iecide whether she is really in love with Ыи or not. Ulti-
Tiately David himself csmnot decide whether he belongs to wo-
riftn or to men, or to both. 

Both realistic and modernistic tendencies become strik

ingly evident in Baldwin's third novel, "Another Country**. 

In this novel Baldwin creates a horrible picture of the vast 

million city. New York. The hero, in the first part of the 

book » a young Negro, Hofus Scott, is a nusician and jazz-

band player. He tries to establish his contact with "the 
world of the whiue people, ertlich is separated froa tfae world 
of the black by a stony wall. In order to prove himself 
that he is able to destroy this indefinable barrier, he vio
lates a white girl. Leona, from the South. It is necessary 

for him to experience sexual supremacy over a white woman. 

He sets about his aim like a possessed fanatic, and carries 

lais plan duly into effect. This love-affair turns out tobe, 
however, the main cause of Rufus's suicide and Leona's sub
sequent madness. 

The author touches upon different other sexual rela

tionships in the novel. The white writer, Vivaldo, and Bu-

fus's sister Ida, provide another pair of white and black 

lovers. There are also several homosexual and heterosexual 

ties between various characters in the novel. 

In the painful history of Rufus, and his white friend, 

Tivaldo, in the history of all the black and white people of 

the book, one can feel a fatal predestination, the sense

lessness of human existence in general. 

The title of the novel, "Another Country", stands for 

the "black" America. For Baldwin this "another country" is 

concerned not so much with social relationships, as with ra

cial-sexual relationships. The social structure of American 

society has often been reduced to a secondary plane as com

pared with the prominent sexual life of the heroes. The mu

tual relation between the blacks and the whites has been 

equalled to sexual ties. This is, of course, one of the spe

cific peculiarities of the existentialist novel, which 

changes social problems for biological and sexual ones. 
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Nevertheless, the sharpness and force of Baldwin's protest 
against American society is so great that it penetrates 

through the existentialist colouring of the novel, 
Baldwin hates racism in any form it exists in America 

or in any other part of the world. He is one of those con
temporary Negro writers -who does not accept the positions c£ 

the so-called "Negro nationalism", although in his depiction 

of the antagonisa between the blacks and the whites he 
achieves unpiresidented force. 

In his novel, "Tell Me How Long the Train*s Been Gone", 

he returns to the ша1п theme of his earlier works, the posi
tion of the Negroes in Inerican society* The Negro hero, Leo 

Proudhammer, is a popular artist and the narrator of the 
story. He falls in love with a white woman, Barbara, aod his 

love is returned. At the same time he is poignantly aware of 

the fact that Barbara can never make her way into bis fami

ly. She is dooffied to remain a "white whore", a representa
tive of the oppressors, and therefore an object or revenge. 

In the relationship between Leo and his bodyguard, Black 

Christopher, Baldwin's recurrent theme of homosexuality and 

colour seem to be united. Before their departure for France 

Leo and Christopher visit a rock concert, in which they see 

a symbolic rite, a fusion of the past and the present. 

When Leo returns to America, he achieves great profes

sional success. produces a movie, "Big Deal", and then a 
play, becoining prosperous and influential like the author 
himself. 

The style and composition of the novel is typical of 
Baldwin's manner of writing. The reader learns about the 

hero's past and present, his attitude to life, by means of 
shifting flashbacks. 

The novel opens with Leo's sudden attack on the stage. 
Within the space of a few pages the hero's obsessive thoughts 

of race hatred, his own bitter e   ri nces are revealed. 
Thus he is deeply worried about his brother Caleb, who on a 
framed-up charge of robbery had been sent to prison: "I 
watched the walls of an old massive building, Alas, he was 
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not there: the boildlag tamed out to be City College; but 
ny brother щав on a prison fAns in the Deep South, worklzig 
in the fields.** (8:1?) He is likewise raging about the 
deaths of such outstanding Begro leaders as Martin Lather 
King and Malcolm Zs thought of a very beautiful man whom 
I had known and loired, a black man, shot down in the hearing 
of bis wife and children in the streets of a miseirable Deep 
South towBu Пмге axe deaths and deaths, there are deaths 
of whiob it is iaposeible and етеп Ignoble to forgive the 
world, -^sxe azw deaths to which ooe never becomes reco»-
eiled.» (8s 14) 

•11 these racial problems are discussed throughout the 
whole book by means of flashbacks, knitting together the 
loose narrative and easting li^it on the hero's life and 
thou^xts. 

She underlying theme of the novel, the race hatred, the 
''black pride** colours the whole narrative. This ''black ptid  ̂
has exercised its influence on Leo's father, a formr Xegro 
slave, who thinks himself to be ultimately of royal blood. 
But the same "black pride** has also its effect on Leot to 
challenge the world of the whites, he becomes a famous actor 
and p3K>ducer, a eqpokesman of his humiliated race. 
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in , THE AMBRICAS WAR ЖрУВЬ 

The Second World War mast be regarded ae a cAzdlnal 
event from the point of view of Aaerican literary history. 
Perhaps more than in any other countiry it iHorked a new stage 
of developaent, *lany of the old social problems (especially 
questions of the labour moreBeat and the internal economic 
derelopment of the Ibiited States) were tacitly ehd.Ted; otters 
(especially the struggle.against fascien) acquired a more ur
gent derelopMnt* • (1:58-59) 

Among the different literary trends in Aaerica» unlike, 
for Instance, in Bngland|the Second World War gave rise to a 
flood of war novels* At first glance this tendency seems to 
be unexpected as American continent remained entirely intact 

from the Immense devastations and casualties, the European 
nations had to suffer* As M. Eoreneva points out: 

"Since 1865, ifhen the Civil War came to an end not a sin

gle shell has exploded on American soil; not one bomb drained 

from a hostile plane has destroyed a single hcne; AaeErlcnihae 
not groaned under the heel of one foreign soldier's boot. 

Even the tempest of the two.world wars irtiich ravaged Europe 

did not touch her territory. There were no ruined cities, no 

blood-!-soaked fields, no Auschwitz or Dachau; no countleqs war 

deads, no casualties among old people, women and chlLdrm. One 
could go listing the terrible calEunltles that Aaerica has 
been spared (though here, too, the wars took Its toll) be
cause the country experienced neither an enemy invasion nor 

even the proximity of an enemy force." (2:48) 

The main reasons for the prominence of the American war 
novel should be sought in the now, dangerous soclal^jolitical 
developments within the country. It is a well-known fact that 
the USA emerged from the Second World War as the most powers 

ful ln erlall8t state. Although, together with other Earofiean 
countries, she had fought for a just cause against German<r 
Italian and,Japanese fascism, she was herself gractaally turn
ing fascist. The country was actually being ruled by a eoall 
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тшЬег of industrial bosses and military leaders irtio had 
gained inaaense profits from the war, and who, in the post
war yeaira began to use power policy to silence all opposi-
tloai to their expansionist plans, (3J329) Under the dicta-

tiuniiiit of senator McCarthy reaction prevailed and the cold 
W8QF hysteria swept the country. It was not any more fascism 

bejf iBftemational Communism, with the Soviet Union at its 

head» ttiat was now considered to be the chief enemy to Amer-
Icm ^freedom and democracy", 

5he all-round persecution of progressive politicians 

aod intellectuals called forth a spirit of caution. During 

•бЗш ao-called "silent decade" it was dangerous to take up 
hcpoad social issues. Consequently many talented post-weir 
writers turned to the pursuit of man's inner life to the 
problems of 'alienation' and other conflicts from a psycho

logical viewpoint. The American war novelists were among 

tise few writers who dared to challenge the prevailing mood 

of fascism and corruption in the country. 

These war novelists are not historians or sociologists 
in the proper sense of the word. They are, however, criti

cally minded, and as a rule, try to penetrate into other 

people's feelings, especially into the feelings of those 
whose native country is under American occupation. While 

themselves serving in the army they do not support the cam
paign, but protest against military discipline, considering 
it absured and illogical. They.are likewise inimical to
wards the hierarchy in the азтту, which serves as a wall 
between the officers and the privates. 

The most outstanding American war novelists of the pe-r 
riod eire Norman Mailer, «James Jones, Irwin Shaw, Eurt Von-

negut, JoSep Heller, etc. 
These writers are greatly influenced by the earlier war 

novelists of the Lost Generation, especially by Ernest Нетт 
ingway and Dos Paesos, who wrote about the First World War, 
Just like the latter they depict war as a pitiless carnage, 
yrtiich brings infinite physical and moral sufferings to man

kind. 
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But except for their debt to the writers of üte Lost 
Generation, the works of the World-War-II novelists are in 
many ways different. They do not have any illueian« about 
the war, These illusions .have been lost for them and re

placed by cynicism instead. They know that they been 

sent out to be killed. Therefore the new generatkxi of Jaeiv 

ican war novelists sees the whole truth about the хвп-
slaughter, sees it nakedly, without any romance or Ideal
ization, 

Some of these novelists look upon the war not me a 

cause of all possible corruption and evil, as -thewritmrs 
of the boat.Generation did, but rather as a croeade agaiast 

these evils. They believe that they are fighting on the 

side of 4the right sind the good and that fascian, рвгЯееЗаг-
ly the llazi variety, has to be destroyed. Therefore mmt оЗГ 
the novelists of the Second World War are more optisietic. 
The war hae become everyman's problem, and everyaan has to 
fi^it.it, and win it, and thereby make the world ri^bt 
again. This ideological position is,best revealed by bpwln 
Shaw in his novel "Th«» Ymtng lions'*. Michael WhltaiBBr, lÄo 

is clearly the spokesman of the author, says: "I Ъе11елг<е In 
the war." 

But such an optimistic message is not true of ' «П tlie 
•Aflierican war novelists. Pew of them "had any deep—eeated 

illusions about bourgois democracy, which was Itself J»t fi?ee 

from blame. It was a case of defending 'the bad a^inet the 
worse', and war itself, however, inevitable it mi^t be, was 

frightfully inhuman and irrational", (l:6l) Therefore the 

majority of the American wer novelists are undisgolsedly 
hostile towards any war. They are pacifist and anti-*ar in 
their approach. 
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NORMAN MAILER 

"Is there nothing to remind us that the writer does not 
need to be integrated into his society, and often works 

best in opposition to it?... I wonder if there has been 

a time in the last fifty years when the American artist 

has felt more alienated", 

"Our Co\antry and 0\ir Culture" 
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1. lOSMAH MAILER 

(b. 1923) 

Today ITorman Mailer ia known as a novelist, ehort-story 
writer, a poet, an eesayiet and playwright. But he has also 
Ъесовю an active public figure, a political speaker, who has 
taken the floor on several crucial issues in imerican social 
life. 

Mailer was bom in Hew Jersey in 1923. He grew up in 
Brooklyn and entered Harvard Ibiversity «ben be vae only six

teen. *hile still a student oajoring in engineering, he be

came interested In literature, and published his first story 
at the age of eighteen. In 1943 he graduated from Harvard 
University and the same year joined the U.S. Army. He served 

in the Philippines with the 112th Cavalry from Texas aad took 

part in the so-called Pacific Cai^jaign during the SBcanä World 
War. 

Soon after the Armistice he wrote his.first, brilliant 
war novel, "The Haked and the Dead** (1948), based mainly on 
his own military e:q)erience. The novel became a best-seller 
in America and launched his literary career. It also remains 
his beet hitherto published novel. As M, Mendelson rightly 
points out "the anti-fascist and, to a certain extent, anti-
bourgeois tendencies, that were characteristic of Mailer im
mediately after the war, .helped him give a true-to-life pic
ture of the American Army. (4i423) 

THE RAKED АШ) THE DEAD 

The novel gives a tmthful anÄ grim picture of üb fr on tr 
line combat on a small island in the Pacific Ocean, Anapo-
pei, held by the Japanese. In the course of 720 pages the 

author records the whole occupation of Anapopei by the Amer-r 

icans - from the lauding operations to the final victory, 
when the last Japanese soldiers have been driven out of the 
island. But as Mailer himself has pointed out in one of his 
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essays, the main theme of his first novel, was not so mch the 
military cainpaign itself as the characters of men, who car
ried it out. (5^7) 

Another peculiarity of the novel lies in the fact the 
Japanese army, an ally of the fascist Germany, against whom 

the Americans are waging a 'just' war, is in no way the ob

ject of Mailer's study. The occasional Japanese soldiers, 
the reader meets in the book, are ordinary exhausted war^ 

riors, or war prisoners deadly fri^tened by the farthcomjag 

torture and death. They are far from being the cairpiers at 

fascist ideas. The author's whole attention is concentrated 

on the American war machine which has now become the embodi
ment of fascism and reaction. Thus the brief campaign has 

been used as a mirror of vaster political and social issues. 
'In its portrayed of.a dozen soldiers and officers, it gives 

the impression of ... American society itself in uniform'. 
(6:18)^-. 

Among the characters pf the novel there are three men 

who stand out most clearly. They are General Cunmings, Lieu

tenant Heam and Sergeant Croft. 

Both General Cummings and Lieutenant Heam come from 

wealthy.homes, both have rebelled against their tyrannical 

fathers. But in their adult lives they have developed in dia-r 

metrically different ways: Cumninga has become a reactinary, 

a fascist to his finger tips,/' whereas Heam has tumed into 

a frustrated liberal. Serving as an attendsmt to the gener

al Heam has been forced into the role of a reluctant listen

er to the letter's aggressive world outlook. In the nightly 

conversations of the two the contrastive philosophical and 

political tenets of the novel are bome out. 

General Cummings is a man of sober and analytical mind, 

capable of evaluating facts, althou^ his interpretation of 

these facts is far from being the truth. In his opinion, de

mocracy rather than fascism is the root of all evil. His 

views of the Second World ^ar, eind the part of the USA in it, 

are openly imperialistic. He acts as an apologist for the cult 

of strength and power, declaring that war and politics are 
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beyond human morality. As on one occasion he claims to Heams 

"The only morality of the future is a power morality«" il°. 

323) 
The army structure is ideally suited to the purpose of 

Cuimnings' 'power morality', to his principle of trampling 

down the weak* He does not seek for heroism or high ideale 

in his soldiers. Neither does he want them to be conscious 

of their patriotic or civic duties. What he Jieeds are per

sons who obey him blindly, without thinking. It is fear that 

makes them respect and even like him. To smash and destroy 

the individuality of his men is for Curamings the only way of 

creating ideal soldiers-assassins. His well-proved method is 

the instillment of fear in all his inferiors. 

"Break them down. Every time gun enlisted man sees an 

officer.get an extra privilege, it breaks him down a little 

more.... To make an Army work, you have to have every man in 

it fitted into о feeu? ladder... the army functions best when 

you're frightened of the man above, and contemptuous of your 

subordinates." (7S175, 176) 

As Cmmnings reveals to Heam in their numerous nightly 

conversations, power has al^vays been the dominant factor in 

history. In his opinion, the real aim of the Second World War 

is to supplant the decadent fascism of the Old World by an 

authority that is more vigorous and cunning. Our century, he 

holds, belongs to the reactionaries. Hitler would not have 

remained in power for such a long period if he had not been 

able to detect the essence of the twentieth-century man. He 

even asserts that Hitler should be our interpreter, for the 

highest value, men can achieve, is not ethical or religious, 

but sheer power. 

Cummings is also convinced that the war against Hitler 

is accidental and that it is necessary to fight against a 

more dangerous enemy - the Soviet Union. Thus his attitude is 

characteristic of the reactionary.McCarthyism and the cold war 

of the '50a, gf the virulent anti-Soviet propaganda in the 

United States. 

Lieutenant Heam finds himself in an awkward position. 
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He rejects all the generals! theories as InbumsBi, axd create# 
his own vision of the world* At the same time he remains ai 
hopeless and powerless as any other officer or soldier со. the 
platoon; he is forced to obey the order of the general out 
of fear. 

Realizing that his lectures on the present age and fu-< 
ture have no effect on Heaxn, Cummlnge decides to give him a 
'lesson'« iThere Is an episode in iriilch during the absence of 

the general,Heam drops a cigarette butt on the clean flooi» 

of the tent* Considering it an.act of disobedience Cunmlngs 

decides to teach his attendant. He throws a bxralng cigarette 
on the floor and asks Heam to pick it up. Moreover, he also 

threatens Heam if he refuses to pick the cigarette up, he 

will be court-martialed and given five years in the Army 

Stockade.Understanding that the general is not joking Heam, 
bends down, picks up the cigarette and drops it into an ash
tray. 

Heam is an honest man but too weak to protest or carry 

his own principles into practice. He cannot follow the rules 

of militariem and is therefore, cleared out of the way with
out great difficulties. Frightened by his own cowardice, of 

his place on the 'fear ladder' he requests Cuimnings a trans

fer to another unit within the headquarters and is,given the 

command of Sergeant Croft's reconnaissance platoon. The lat

ter turns out, however, a still more formidable adversary 
than Cununings. Resenting the fact that Lieutenant Heam has 

been placed above him. Croft misleads him about the real po'-
sition.of the enemy and makeo him perish through a Japanese 
bullet. 

Sergeant Croft, another central character of the novel, 

comes from the desert region of Texas, accustomed to the 
forces of elements and perils since childhood. He is the 

healthyefficient platoon sergeant, a vicious and practi

cal killer. 

If in the character of Cummings fascism assumes the 

guise of abstract intellectual ism, then in Croft It takes the 

form of a purely physical threat to mankind, I-Ümself unintel-
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igeut and ill Iterate he violenily ha't^a any sort *f leaomiag  ̂
He believes that all problems can be solved by sheer use of 
force. Brave and audacious, he Да also a bozn aeaasein, irtio 
lilces killing for its own sake* Therefore he is the man who 
finds real satisfaction in the war* For Gumadags he la ац 
ideal soldier in whose lianda tha atata of 'power^ 
lies* 

It Is not accidental that bath eaaadJUga and Cbroft arq 
made authorities in the novel* Thay differ frc» other people 
only in their use of powers .CtmaBlitge ia a faaoiat theorist^ 
Croft, a fascist practician* 

There are several other charactera in the novel, mainly 
ordinary Americans, who have been enlisted in the Army and 
sent to fight against the Japanese* They have been carefully 

selected by the author and shown as the products of the sur-^ 

roundinga they come from. The campaign is tiresome for these 

rank-and-file soldiers who are not accustomed to the tropi
cal rains, to,the terrible heat and to other local conditions 

of the island. 

Mailer creates truthful episodes of the warfaare. He 
shows how the reactionary army leadership tries to turn com

mon Americans into qualified Nazi assassins. 

The only rebel apart from Heam, who dares,to be dis

satisfied with the practices of the militarists, is 'Red' 

Valsen, This rank-and-file soldier is a representative of the 
working class. He comeв from a poor miner's family in Monta

na and has experienced hardships since his early youth. At 18 

he had left home and wandered across the vast country in 
search of odd jobs like many other lads in the years of De
pression. Volunteering finally for the military service hie 

vagabond freedom comes to a sudden end. Like other soldiers 
of the platoon he hates the officers-oppressors, but, espe
cially Croft for his unnecessary violence and cruelty. In an 

episode towards the end of the novel 'Red' Valsen is on the 

point of killing Croft but like Weutenant Heam is defeated 
in the unequal display of forces. 

Thus the fev/ deraocratic forces in the novel - Lieutenant 
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Hearn, the falgja-mlnded. liberal, and 'Red.' Velsen, a rebel 
"from the bottom" - are frustrated. Fascism preached by Gen-r 
eral Cummings and carried into practice by Sergeant Croft, 
seems to carry the day. 

The overall pessimistic cast of the,novel does not al
low, however, the ±г1ипфЬ of any 'sides'. Mailer depicts 
Cummings and Croft with loathing as they present a real dan

ger to the future human existence. But he also depicts ,them 
ironically as absurd bastards of the decline of mankind.This 
irony reaches its highest peak at the end of the novel. The 
islemd of Anapopei is freed from the Japanese throu^ 14зе cae-. 
ual operation organized by Dalleon, one of the dullest offi

cers of the staff and not through the brilliant strategic 
genius of Cummings. In Cumming£*s absence Dalleon destroye the 
hidden headquarters of the Japsinese general. Both the general 

and his staff are killed and the soldiers either taken pri
soner or shot down on the spot. The tactical plan, carefully 

prepared by Cummings, loses its value because it is discover

ed after the victory,that the Japanese are in no condition to 
resist the Americans. There is absurdity everjrwhere, and the 

exhausted, tortured people remain the only reality. 
The utter senselessness of war serves as the. thematic 

basis for the subplot of "The Naked and the Bead". The style 

of the novel is cold, dispassionate and at times determinis

tic. The author shows human agony as a tjrpical phenomenon of 
the universe and mortality as a fact of existence. The indifT 
ference of nature to the designs of man is a recurrent theme« 

The naturalistic and modernistic tendencies that are pre
valent in cont   o  ary American fiction, have considerably 
Influenced both Mailers literary method and his pessimistic 
outlook. At the same time the novel remains a powerful in

dictment of fascism and the absurdity of war. 
In none of his subsequent works has Mailer achieved the 

realism of his first novel. 
"The Barbarr Shore"« the author's second novel, that met 

a sensational notoriety, was published in 1951. The main cha-
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^?a«ter of the book, McLewd, a former Trotskyvite, turns out 
to be an agent of the PBI. He Is presented as a convinced 
revolutionary of the past, who haa been disillxisioned in the 
ideas of socialism. The unhealthy, hysterical atmosphere of 
the book deprives it of genxiine artistic merit and, at the 
same time, demonstrates the author's own shifting political 
convictions. 

"The Deer Park"(1955) tells the story of an American 
film producer who tries to acconunodate himself to the com
plicated poiatHwar economic life of the country. The exposiire 

of the corruption of art in Hollywood has been presented on 
a purely moral plane. It is, however, the author's growing 

interest in sex, as the only saviour and re;juvenator of hu

manity, that lends the novel its prevalent modernistic co

louring. 
"An American Dreaim" (1965), Mailer's next bulky novel , 

that deals exclusively with the nightmarish sex-life of the 

"war hero" Stephen RojaJc, marks the strengthening of the au

thor's modernistic concepts aÄd a further retreat from rea

lism. 
In his two subsequent novels."Why Are We in Vietnam?" and 

"The Armies of the Night", published in 1967 and 1968, I'ea-

pectively. Mailer once again tackles the war theme. He takes 

a firm stand against the American imperialist war in Vietnam, 
although the active fighting itself is not depicted.Neither 

of them c&n reach, however, the artistic level of his first 

war novel, "The Naked and the Dead". 

In the '60s Idailer also wrote several publicistic works, 

which express his socio-political views, and two volixraes of 
essays. These works include: "The Presidential Papers"(1963). 
"Superman Comes to the Supermarket" (1964), "Cannibals and 
Christians" (1960), etc. 

Mailer is a radical writer, but at the same time also ex
tremely contradictory,as his views and opinions change very 
quickly. In all his fictional works it is the individual,and 

the integrity of the individual, that must be fought for and 

preserved. Imj kind of organization - army, state, industry, 
«tc., is the enemy of the individual. 
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JAMBS JOIES 

"Iho stops revolutions half-way? 
The Bourgeoisie," 

"The Merry Month 
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2. JAMSS JOHSS 
(1921-1977) 

James Jones, the best-known and aost -talaated 1аег1сад 
wax—novelist of the 20th century, was born la 1921, in tha 
State of Illinois. He lived for аетага! jeaxe in the Hawaii, 
and studied at the University of НохюХо!^ letter he entered 
the New YorJc University, from which he gredacted in 1943« 
Having joined the regular army at the agß of eighteen, he 
took part in the Second World War* He served im the iaeeri-

can Inoy mainly in the Pacific, up to the end of the hos
tilities, and was awarded several medals for his bravery« 
The Purple Heart, The Silver Star, etc. 

Jones's military experience furnished him the iHLCk-

ground and the material for his literary woA, He started 

his literary career in 19^5 by submitting the MB of a novel 
to the publishers, which was, however, refused. 

His first novel, "from Here to Sternity**. published in 

1951, remains his best work during the post-war period. The 

book, shock some critics when it came out because it painted 

a brutal, agonizingly realistic picture of Irmy life. How it 

is known as a classic. 

FROM HERE TO EITSRITITY 

As was the case with Norman Mailer, Jones's first war 

novel remains his best work. It depicts the life of the imer-. 
ican Army on the island of Hawaii, on the threshold of the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour, 

Already from the first pages Jones launches the reader 

into a dramatic conflict between the officers and men, which 
also remains the main theme throughout the book. 

The conflict between Colonel Holmes and Private Robert 

E, Lee Prewitt somewhat reminds us of that between Gummings 

and Hearn in Mailer's "The Naked and the Dead". Like General 
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CuaaaingB, Colonel HoLaes entertains a despotic wish to tram

ple do«n the individuality of his sobject, to fit him into a 

fear ladder. Preid.tt'8 desperate struggle to keep his inde

pendence and moral inttegrity suffers the same defeat as that 

of Heam, Once again the main issue lies in the struggle "be

tween p<H»er policy and huranity in the army, 

Private fiebert К, bee Preijitt comes from a worker's fam

ily, which had been in financial difficulties since the 

economic crisis of the '30s» Se is the son of a Kentucky 

coal-mijaer, tired of the long-lasting poverty at home and 

ha3akerlng for eoae kind of stability in his life. His prin
cipal code in life - freedom and independence - makes him 

3oin the ахцу« Bot it is precisely what the army will crash. 
Soon he is made to realize that ахцу is no place for man's 
freedom, on the contrary^it is man's prison. Prewitt bates 
the whole spirit in the ахцу - **becaus>e they demend hate in 
the ахцу. If one hates, one will be the perfect soldier, one 
will obey -eveiy order pex^ecrtJjr ard. to the letter. Ihe Amer
ican Amy likes those, wiio will not break a single rule, who 

will not make a single aistalBB, who will only hate". (8:270) 

This philosophy of batxed is al to Prewitt'в very 
nature, he can never accept it. He stands for the moral in

tegrity of the ordinary working people he coses from and op

poses it to the corrupt values of the offi<»rs« 

Prewitt's daily behaviour in the army, his stubborn in
dividuality are things which cause him much trouble. Neither 
General Slater nor Colonel Holmes can put up with the pri
vate 's self—reliance and superiority. Both ace convinced that 
Prewitt should be given a 'treatment', a lesson. Slater even 
explains to Holmes that his military career depends on his 
success in breaking down Prewitt's rebellion. They conspire 

in their common fight against Prewitt: they punish him for 

every insignificant breach of the army discipline, they pick 
on him on the drilling field, they rob him even of his regu

lar Sunday leave, Finally they cast him into the Stockade, 

the army prison, 
Jones creates a realistic picture of the Stockade, which 
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is the embodiment of the worst qualities "^of army life", "la 
the Stockade, whatever else happened, you worked, you swung 
your 16 lb hammer to crush this rock or you swooped a scoop-
hovel to load this rock you had already crushed, into the 
truckiB that came. Work without purpose, work without end, 
wo3dk without pride, your hands blistered, broke, bled, ,cal
loused. They corked up like a sailman's feet.** (8:764) 

During the months that Prewltt spends in the Stockadie he 

starts thinking about his miserable life in the axoy* He 

сшвеа to the conclusion **that it was the system thsrt was at 
fault, blase the system**. (8:557) Bet when he is set free 
from the Stockade, Prewitt kills the Stockade boss, liatso, 
who, in his opinion, is the worst eaiponent of the hated po

licy of power and fear. 

In the general confusion of the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbour,nobody pays attention to fatso's death* Hevertheless 

Prewitt hides himself at a prositute's place because he is 

afraid of being found out as Fatso's murderer* finally decid

ing to rejoin his regiront, he is taken for a Japanese spy 

and killed by the battle police. Thus the army gets rid of 

Prewitt in the end. Sven when he is fired at and falls down, 

he feels nothing but enormous loneliness* Sis last thought 

before death is: "Christ, bat the world was a lonesome place.** 
(8:764) 

There are other positive characters among the rank-and-
file soldiers. Ingelo Ma^io, the son of an Italian imaLgrant 

comes from a worker's family. Like Prewitt, ho has joined the 

army in order to find some stability in his life. Prewitt and 
Ingelo become friends. Angelo also protests against the vio
lence and cruelty in the AmerictJi Army: **lho wants to be a 

goddam citizan of this goddam country anyway?**, he ,a,t a 

crucial moment, but tries also to give an answer: **1 love 
this country. But still I hate this country... This country's 
army is why I hate this country.** (8:576) 

Like Prewitt, Angelo is given a "treatment** in tto Stock
ade for his independent spirit. This punishment cannot break 

him down. Later, however, he is killed in the battle. 
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Jack Mallor Is another rank-and-file soldier introduced 
to the reader through Prewitt. The latter gets acquainted 
with Ыи in Barrack Vo. Two, »eant for the sost 'dangerous' 

prisoners. Jack Mallor is a principled шап, the former шеш-
Ъвг of a worker's society. Be is different from all other 
soldiers in the unit for his progressive ideals. Hot етвп the 
worst jail-kiMpere can break his freedom-loring soul. He Ъе-
lie-rea in the solidarity of the working people and hates mi]f 
itariem. HB does not, howsTer, believe in revolution in the 
workers' straggle for a better future. We can also find many 
tendencies of anarchism in hie views, which reveal Jones's 
own immature view's of the workeirs' problem« 

i art from these raxik-and-file soldiers, Jones creates 
a liiole gallery of American military leaders, who symbolize 
the policy of power and fear in the army. Portraying such men 
as General Slater, Celonel Holmes, Major ФЬонфвоп, Sergeant 
lateo, and other militant fascists, Jones makes the rea^r 
feel the justified hatred of the soldiers towards them. 
Ibe chapters dedicated to the ruin of the heroes, Robert E. 
Lee Prewitt and Angelo Maggio, under the wheel of the war 
•acMme, are full of anxiety about man, about his precarious 

position In a militarist state. 
In his novel "Brom Bare to Bternity* Jones has concen

trated his attention mainly on moral problems by investigat
ing the poselbilitles of genuine heroism in a dehumanized so

ciety. This is also the main reason why several critics have 

pointed out that Jones has reached a pessimistic conclusion: 
he is suggesting that "a stoic fight for moral integrity and 

independence is the only form of heroism , and moral victory. 
following actual lossjis the only form of victory possible in 

our time**. Xet it is not unrelieved pessimism "Yor his heroes 
never give up their struggle against overwhelming forces or 

their dreams of a better future. He portrays his protago
nists as generous and proud people worthy of love and res

pect." (3:550) 
for all its shortcomings **?гош Here to Eternity" is the 
of a partisan. With its critical attitude towards Ameri
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can Acbninl strati on it marks the triao^h of Jones's realis
tic art. The author understands the class character of the 

'power policy' and draws striking parallels between the com

manding staff of the amy and the war monopolies iniaerica, 

Jones has written several other war novels. **Boa8 Oame 
Rannlng** (19^7) repeats some of the early materials of his 

war experience, before moving on to study a mldMstem aaall-
town society. It tells the story of a soldier wbo has cooae 
home at the time between World War II and tbe Korean Ifor. 

The main hero of "The RLstol** (1959) is again a rank-
and-file soldier who happens to get a pistol, ^licb sarree 
him as a symbol of safety in war. 

"The Thin Red Ыв»" (1962) ie like **Жго» H»ra to Btar-
nity** a panoramic novel about the war on the Facifie Is

lands. More particularly J став deals here wi^ the life of a 
U.S. infantry company on the island of Gaadalcazial in 19^(2-
43* Once again the author is critical of the degeneration of 
the imerican Army. Qe draws realistic pictmr^s of ссяйзеА ac
tion and creates a number of vivid characters« fhe title of 

the novel symbolises the main theme of the books the sense

less death of innocent soldiers, the uncertainty between BLfe 

and death - the front line being coloured by blood. 

In "Go to the Widow-Maker** (1967) Jones returns to the 
themes of manliness, attained through grim war experience. 

As before he is critical of American realities. When he 
creates realistic pictures of the army and the civic world 

of the country, his satire becomes at tijaes biting and de
risive. 

In his last, unfinished novel about the Second World 

War, "Whistle".(1978) Jones holds the reader gripped when he 

shows what war does to all men, including the bravest, who 

take pride in their skill as soldiers. 
Only in two of his books Jones has given up the war 

theme proper."The Ice-Gream Headache"(1968) is a collection 

of his short stories with several prefaces and epilogues in 

which he expounds his views of literature and ethics, "The 

Merry Month of Mav" deals with a recent event in French his-
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tory, the rebellion of the students in Paris, in 1968, 
In his review of Jone's last novel, the well-lmown Amer

ican critic, Maxwell Geismar^ claimed that the author "'must 
be considered among the very small group - perhai)S no more 

than five or six writers - of major literary talent today"« 

(9:flyleaf) 
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IV. THE ALIEMTED HERO 

The American novel after World War II is characterized 
by an extreme variety of trends and downright contradictions. 
Books that openly propagate reactionary or conformist ideas 
appear side by side with those which are sharply critical of 
ieerican reality. Bven in the works of one novelist we can 
observe both socially critical and pessimistic, decadent ele

ments. 
This is especially true of the post-war generation of 

talented novelists - Jerome David Salinger, Jack Kerouac, 

Saul Bellow, John Updike, and many others. 

In spite of their great individual differences all these 

novelists depict the crisis of an individual in relation to 

the inimical outside world. While Salinger and Kerouac deal 

with the problem of "alienation" in relation to the post-war 

American youth, Bellow concentrates his attention on the 

"alienated" intellectuals in opposition to American urban 

civilization. 
Commenting on the work of the post-war generation of 

writers the Soviet critic A.R. Hone has distinguished three 

characteristic tendencies, which combine to form a quantita

tively new attitude to life. Firstly, the process of "alie

nation" is intensified. In literature it may be defined as 
the treatment of man's environment, in both nature and soci

ety, as something indifferent to his needs. If not essential

ly hostile (1:65). Secondly, the concepts of existentialist 
philosophy can be observed in the works of nearly all the odb-
standing post-wear writers (1:66). The third tendency, which 

is closely connected with the two preceding ones, is the im

portation of Japanese Zen Buddhism and the doctrines of the 

ancient Chinese philosopher Chuang Tze. These schools of 

thought advocate the free self-identification of the indi
vidual with the spontaneous movements of nature. Salinger has 
greatly been influenced by these ideas, and it has been one 

of the central themes of the writers of the Beat Generation, 
especially of Jack Kerouac, (1:66) 
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Although the above-nentioned talented writers have been 
brought to the liselight of public and critical att;entiaa, we 
still often aeet the opinion that they have z t attained the 
hei£^.t8 of the previous generation of the '20s and '30s •> 
the Heaingway-Faulkner-Fitzgerald-Steinbeclc prestige. Thus 
the Aaerican critic Nathan A. Scott asserts: 

•^ow it has been a habit of iaerican critics lately to 

submit the achievement of our writers in this country since 

World War II to various stocktaking and fretfully to specu

late on the possibility of regarding the years just gone by as 
having... been anni mirabiles. The twenties and early thir

ties are the golden time in American literary life which 

is evhiT»rating to recall, but they are also ^ears that weigh 

heavily vcpon us as a challenge... that constantly threatens 

to become a diminishing reproach if there cannot be descried 

in oor uncertain present the signs of a stature comparable 
to that splendid insurgency of forty years ago... of Fitz

gerald, and Hemingway and Faulkner." (2:28) The same critic 

escpresses, however, his hopes for the future as the post-war 

generation of talented novelists is still actively writing 
and has not said his last word (with the exception of Jack 

Eerouac who died in 1969). He rejects the widely-spread opin

ion that the novel as a literary medium is gradually deteri
orating and dying out. (2:28) 

Although Nathan A. Scott's main contentions seem to be 
ri^t, he has left out an important point, not observed by 
the Western critics in general. The main difference between 

the two post-war generations of writers lies not so much in 

the artistic levels as in the veiy nature of their work. When 

Hemingway, Faulkner or Steinbeck set their heroes amidst ac

tive life and paid much attention to external happenings or 
social events, then the novelists of the new generation have, 

as a rule, confined themselves to the passive self-analysis 

and psychology of the •'alienated'* hero or "anti-hero". The 
eo~called "serious novel" has been developing a new quality 

in which the changes in social life are registered by the psy-

qhic seismograph of the central character. Very often such a 
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novel v/ith individual approach to the outside world can of
fer no less penetrating social criticism as the best novels 

of Kerouacj Salinger, Bellow, Mailer, etc» show. Due to the 

fact, however, that this criticism of the "alienated" hero 

acquires an impassive and often strongly naturalistic bent 

(i.e. the novels of Bellow or Mailer), these novels lose 

much of their life force and cannot challenge the genuinely 

realistic works of Hemingway, Faulkner and their generation. 

In the final resort, it is mainly the problem of "alie

nation" which determines the relation between the realistic 

and modernistic elements in the American novel after World 

War II. 

In the interaction between the individual and society 

realistic writers look upon "alienation" as a social-econom

ic factor, caused by the highly developed capitalist socie

ty, and try to overcome it. For modernistic writers "alie

nation" is a natural, biological state of the individual, 

and therefore insurmountable. (3s205) 



JEROME DAVID SALINGER 

"We know the sound of two hands clapping. But what is 
the sound of one hand clapping?" 

A Zen Koan 
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1. JEROME DAVID SALIJJGBE 
Cb. 1919) 

Jerome David Salinger was born in 1919 in New York. His 
mother was of Scottish-Irish descent, and father, a Jew by 
nationality, was a prosperous businessman, an in^orter of Ьаш 
and cheese* The boy grew up in a rich hoae together with his 
sister Doris, eight years his senior. 

As Salinger did not do well at several elementary 

schools, his parents sent hia to Valley Forge Acadeay, ав11-г 
itary school in Pennsylvania, known for its strict disci
pline, At the dormitory of this institution Salinger wrote 
his first short stories, secretly under the blanket in the 

light of an electric torch. In 1956 he finally got his 
school certificate. 

In 1957 Salinger studied for a short period at New York 
University, but did not take his degree. Seeing the son's un

successful intellectual pursuits, his father wanted to make 

him a ham merchant, Salinger had, however, firmly decided to 

become a writer. He took part in the work of a literary sem
inar at Columbia University and in the '40s his first short 

stqries, "The Young Folks" (I9AO), "The Varioni Brothers" 

(1943), etc, started appearing in various literary magazines 
in New York. 

When World War II broke out Salinger served as an infan

try sergeant in Europe from 1942-1946, He took part in the 
combat compaign in Normandy, These war experiences coincide 
with those of Sergeant I in the early story - "For Ватй -
with Love and Squalor", (4:104) While in France, he met Hem
ingway, the war correspondent, who had read his published 

stories and commented on them with his typically terse ap
praisal - "Heliova talent!" 

Soon after the armistice Salinger returned to his home 

in New York and continued his literary work. In 1945 he pub
lished his first story about Holden Caulfield, "I^ Craz.Y" in 
in the "Collier's", some fragments of which can be found in 
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tüe novel "The Catcher in the Rye'* (chs, 1, 2, 22), Anotner 
story "A Slight Rebellion of Madison Avenue" appeared in 

1946 in "The New Yorker" and became, with some changes ch. 
17 of "The Catcher in the Rye". Some other Salinger's early 

stories of a slight sentimental colouring, which appeared in 
different New York magazines, such as "Story", "Harper's", 
"Saturday Evening Post", "Ssquire", "Cosmopolitan", etc., 
did not find any literary acclaim and they were not reprint
ed anywhere later. 

In 1951э however, Salinger published his first, and 

hitherto onl;^ novel, "The Catcher in the Rye", which brought 

him world-wide fame. In a few months the book took first 

place among American best-sellers. Published in England, 

soon after its American edition, it became as popular there 

as at home, A special difficulty for its quick translation 

into different European languages was provided by the nov-

el'ö distinctive slangy idiom. The title "Catcher in the 

Eye", based upon the hero's misconstruction of a line in Ro

bert Burns's well-known song, "Comin' thro' the rye", caused 

also considerable trouble to translators, who had little suc
cess in arriving at literary equivalents. These obstacles 

were, however, overcome, and Salinger's place as one of the 

most talented young American writers of the '50s was firmly 

established. 

At the same time the noisy popularity disturbed the 

modest author greatly. He was continuously fleeing from the 

reviewers and hangers-on. For a long time he had been look

ing for a quiet place where he could carry on literary work 

in peace. In 1955 he moved from New York to the provincial 
Cornish, in New Hampshire, where he also met his future 

wife, Claire Douglas, They were married in 1955 SiXiä had two 
children. 

Since the publication of his "Nine Stories" (1959)i 
Salinger's literary production was limited to the stories 

about the Glass family, which all appeared in "The New York

er": "Pranny" (1955)» "Raise High the Roof Beam, Carpenters" 
(1955)1 "Zooey" (I957) and "Seymour; an Introductdoi" (195?)» 



Th&n a longer period of silence followed before his most re

cent story of the Glasses, '*H8Pwortb 16. 1924** (1965)» ap~ 
pearede 

In spite of this coaqparatively scarce literary output, 
Salinger quickly became one of the sost widely-read 1шег1сад 
authors, his popularity being especially great aaozig th^ 
youth, who identified theaselves with his protagoniste* 

Saliis^er was a typical writer of the late '40s and ear
ly '50s, Shis so-called "silent decade** was kziova for the 
reactionai^ policy of McCarthyis» and cold war. The general 

spirit of conformisiB and lack of purpose found Its reflection 

in all spheres of cultural life and above all in literature« 

Se'^eral **writers who earlier bed been radically oriented 
abandoned these sympathies and joined the pursuit of соявег-
cial suecöss**. C5sl50-151) Salinger did not Ьесовю a coimser-
cial writer, but he most strikingly conveyed the aood of the 
Ämsvlcsxi youth at the period. **08 observed the quality which, 
sociologist Paul Goodman called the 'phenomenon of social 1ж-
maturity', the desiare not to grow up» That is why Salinger 

consistently sets the world of grownups in opposition to the 

world of the child with its sincerity, purity, goodness, and 

laci; of concern for self,** (5sl52) If his characters do not 

accept tbe grim reality but categorically reject it »^hey are 

just ae categorical in their search for what is true, for an 

oppux'tonlty to live with B»aning and nobility in the name of 

a woi'tby goal® This is already a radical rejection of con-

forsüisB and alienation"» (5г 132) 

(РШё Ci-T'GHSR Ш THE H'lE 

The main theme of the novel, individualin conflict with 
society, is not new in world literature, Salinger has treat
ed this old these, however, with great originality and tal
ent. Iß the centre of his attention are the problems of edu
cation aiid upbringing of an adolescent, '^School is the agen

cy by which society consciously socializes the immature for 

the entry into the approved adult activities. Thus the adole»-
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cent's relation to his school becomes a microcosm." (6:19^-). 

All the events and the critical study of the American 
scene are shown through the eyes of the hero, Holden Caul-
field, a sixteen-year old schoolboy of middle-class, Jewish 
parents. He has been expelled from the expensive, private 
school, Pencey Preps, as the result of bis failing in all 
subjects except English. The novel opens on the week before 
the Christmas vacation in the late '40s and covers some three 
or four days. 

Salinger has chosen a difficult form for his narrative, 
a Ist-person monologue, in which the hero tells abouta short 
but difficult period of his life when he is nearing a seri
ous nervous breakdown. With this stylistic device the author 

has achieved great success, because he has succeeded in mak

ing the hero's confession convincing and sincere, as if ad
dressed to a friendly, all-understanding grown-up person. 

The day Holden leaves Pencey Preps and starts telling 

his story, we leam that it is the fourth school he has un

successfully attended. But still he is glad to be "flunked 

out" because he is not only hostile to the spirit of the 

school but also entirely alienated from it. He speaks con-

ten5>tuosly of the clamorous "ads" in "about a thousand mag
azines" praising the educational system of Pencey Preps: 

"Since 1888 we have been molding boys into splendid, clear-

thinking young men..." In his opinion "They don't do any 

damn more molding at Pencey than they do at any other school. 

And I didn't know anybody there that was splendid and clear-

thinking and all." (7:28) 

As Holden later tells his sister, Pencey Preps "was one 
of the worst schools I ever went to. It was full of phonies. 
And mean guys. Tou never saw so many mean gays inyour ILfe... 
It was a stinking school." (7:172) 

Like most sensitive adolescents. Holden is seeking for 
real friendship, love and understanding, but cannot find it 
anywhere. All his well-to-do schoolmates are repulsive and 

their interests trivial, among them "you have to keep Ttwiring 
believe you give a damn if the football team loses япД all 
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you do is talk about girls and liquor, and sex all day." 
(7:131) He finds it disgusting when the boys are eager to 
boast about their sexual conquests. The girls he has some

times dates with are no better either, as they are sexy too, 
and all they expect from a guy is that he must **glve them the 

time". 
Above all Holden bates the snobbishness and material val

ues worshipped in the school, which are symbolized in the 

very "Ossenburger Memorial Wing of the new dorms" he lives. 

In his opinion, the career of "this guy Ossenburger** who 

"made a pot of dough in the undertaking business after he 

got out of Pencey", is typical of the whole institution« 

"What he did". Holden comments with scathing satire, "he 
started these undertaking parlors all over the country that 

you could get members of your family buried for about five 

bucks apiece. Tou should see old Ossenburger# He probably Just 

shoves them in a sack and dumps them in the river. Anyway, 
he gave Pencey a pile of dough, and they named our wing af

ter him." (7!40) 

Holden is not interested in the successful career of an 

Ossenburger, that the diploma of Pencey Preps might guaran
tee him. And that is one of the main reasons why he is glad 

to leave the school: "all you do is study so that that you 

can earn enough to buy a goddam Cadillac some day", (7:40) 

Pencey Preps is "a stinking school" because everybody 

there is caring only for material values and outside behavi
our, The pupils and teachers alike are, therefore, insincere 

and phony. Although Holden must admit that there are some 
"nice" teachers in the faculty, he adds that "theiy are phonies 
too" (7:172)» as, for instance, the history teacher, Mr,JSpen-
cer, who immediately changes his usual pedagogical manner 
when the headmaster Thurmer comes into the classroom: "Old 
Spencer'd practically kill himself chuckling and smiling and 
all, like as if Thurmer was a goddam prince or something", 
(7:173) 

Alienated from the conventional standards of living. 
Holden is nearing a serious mental crisis. He is struggling 
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without oatside help against greater odds than he can pos
sibly bear. His cozidition is complicated by the lack of par

ental guidance that an adolescent at hxs age desperately 

needs.   has no intimate relationship with his mother, who 
is nenrous and ailing, and his father is always too busy with 
work to discuss "things** with him. And the school to which 
"he has been packed off fails to take the place of his par
ents**. (8:108) 

On the first pages of the novel Holden also mentions an 

elder brother D.B., whcns he **had admired more than ал^шв else 
in the world". He had been a "^fcerrific writer", when ti^y 
lived together in Bew York. But D.B., too, had betrayed him. 
He had gone to Hollywood and started writing for the movies, 
earned "a lot of dough", and bought a Jaguar. Prom this time 
on he was lost to Holden, because he had become "a prosti
tute", i.e. sold his talent for profit: "If there's one thing 

I hate, it's the mOvles. Don't even mention them to me" (?: 

28), be says with comic finality. 

Holden feels instinctively that ho must leave Pencey 
Preps, or he will collapse. Above all he is afraid of being 

**molded" like most boys of the school, of getting accustomed 

to the surrounding hypocrisy and falsehood. The symbol of his 

3?evolt is a red hunting-cap, which he wears demonstratively 

with the peak in the back of his neck, to show his independ

ence. 
In the portrayal of this stage of Holden's developiaent 

J. Bahesoo has detected the influence of Zen-Buddhism on the 

author. In order to find some kind of human contact, Holden 
must rely on his own experience and abandon certain ®eys of 
thinking. Man's real disposition can be revealed oaaly tgr some

thing of minor importance, e.g. in the ability to whistle or 
dance. Then it is not suppressed by the control of egoism. As 

the critic further notes; "Zen ideal is a spontaneous being, 

identical to oneself and united into a whole," (9s27) 
Holden runs off to Hew York, but the three independent 

days he spends there bring him neither deliverance from the 

state of depression he has tried to leave behind, nccrtbe bar— 
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топу he is instinctively seeking within his own being. In his 
native city he meets the same hypocrites and phonies. 

With a quixotic gesture he poses to be entirely free and 
grown up. He does not go home to his parents, but stays at & 
hotel, visits a night-club, a theatre, etc. But these inde
pendent escapades do not bring him any pleasure. At everys*tep 

something spoils his elevated spirit. He is disappointed in 

the girls at the bar because they do not respond to his "in

telligent conversation" and do not "know any better" than 
"drinking Tom Collinses - in the middle of December". (7s91) 

He irritates a taxi-driver with his repeated questions about 

the ducks in Central Park. In another attempt to strike up a 
conversation with Carl Luce, an ex-schoolmate, and now a stu

dent at Columbus, he meets again misunderstanding. Carl avoids 

discussing the questions that most interest Holden and fin
ally advises him to consult a psychoanalyst. His bold gesture 

to be grown up and to have a prostitute to be sentto his ho

tel room, ends likewise with a failure. He is disgusted with 

the girl's stupidity and her business-like attitude to love-

making. When, however, he is beaten up by an elevator-boy, 

who tries to rob him of his last money. Holden is forced to 

defend himself in earnest. 

Life in the big city does not agree with Holden. He him

self is continuously forced to admit: "I swear to God I'm 

crazy." But actually he convinces the reader that the civil

ized "phony" world around him is crazy, and that he, the 
adolescent misfit. 

Seeking for the company of an older and wiser person 
Holden visits Mr, Antolini, a family friend, and "about the 

best teacher he had ever had". But instead of giving Holden 

moral help Mr. Antolini shocks him more than anybody else 
with his tentative homosexual advances. 

Wandering aimlessly in the Fifth Avenue in an agitated 

state of mind. Holden turns to the memory of his elder broth

er Allie, muttering desperately to himself: "Allie, don't let 

me disappear, Allie, don't let me disappear,., Please, Allien* 

(7:199) But Alii is dead and cannot help anybody, 
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Finally Holden is rewarded with the peace of mind he has 
been seeJcing all along at the sight of his little sisrter Hioe-
Ъе going round Ъу the carousel. It seems to him that these 
minutes of aimless joy are the best that life can offer» He 

has the same desire that he has always bad - to protecffc smallj 
innocent kids from the "phony" outside world. As he had told 

Phoebe herself on a previous day, when he had secretly visit

ed home at night; '*Iou know what I'd like to be? I mean 
if I had my goddam choice. ... I keep picturing all these 

little kids playing some game in this big field of rye and 
all. Thousands of little kids, and nobody's round - nobody 

big, I mean - except me® And I'm standing on the edge of 
some crazy cliff. What I have to do, I have to catch every

body if they start to go over the cliff - I mean if they're 

running and they don't look where they're going I have to 

oome out from somewhere and catch them. That's alli'd do all 

day. I'd be the catcher in the rye and all» I know it's 

crazy, but that's the only thing I'd really like to be." (7 s  
177) 

The "crazy cliff" has been differently interpreted by 

critics. Warren French seems to be near the truth 1Йзвп be sug
gests that "it is most obviously the border between the «are-

free innocence of childhood and the phony adult world that 

Holden himself does not wish to entrer" (8:120) 
We can recognize Holden's desire not to grow up because 

he sees no role for himself in this world. Like other Salin

ger's heroes he displays a hypersensitive reaction against 
all that is false. He does not accept reality but categori
cally rejects it. His alienation, however, is different from 

that of the fast-living Beat hero. His higher humanity lies 

in the fact that he desperately tries to find a way out, to 

lead some kind of noble life, even if it is only a dream. 

THE GLASS FAMILY 

The problems discussed in "The Catcher in the Rye" 

are further developed in the six stories about the Glass fam
ily, The Glasses are a Jewish-Irish family, Les and Bessie 
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Glass with their seven children, living in New York. The par
ents, who at their prime had been successful vaudeville en
tertainers ̂ have brought up the children in a sophisticated 

home atmosphere and taught them many skills. All bright and 

talented, the Glass children had themselves for scne 20 years 

been active performers of the famous radio program, "^It's a 
Wise Chüd**. (10:5^) At the same time the children are dis
gusted with the "phony** and false values of the world the 

parents have prepared for them. Like Holden Caulfield they 

rebel against the imerican mass society, the banal movies and 

the clamorous popular magasines, advertizing fashionable 
clothes, luxurious furniture and high living. The central 

theme in these stories, as in all Salinger's work,istbe con

viction that the standardized middle-class world is dangerous 

to grow up into, and that any young person with sensitive in

ner life must guard himself against it. 

At different times of life all the Glass children have 

been attracted to various forms of religion, including Zen 

Buddhism. This interest in Oriental mysticism and philosophy 
is not only a feature of Salinger's own spiritual develop
ment, but typifies also »^the general religious revival that 

is now a growing part of American literary and intellectual 

life, and a "solution" to the alienation that seems to pre-

vade all social life, is closely coimected with exLstential-
is«*'. (11; 59) 

The reader gets first acquainted with the Glasses in **A 

Perfect Day for Bennnafiah**. In this story the eldest and 

cleverest son, SeyBour^ commit в suicide. As he is general
ly loved by everybody, his influence is to be felt also after 
his death, in all the remaining stories. 

"Seymour: An Introduction** is mainly about him, told by 

his brother, Buddy Glass. The story presents all Salinger's 

main principles of writing, his search for izmer integrity 
and spiritual values. 

"^Haise High the Roof Beam. Carpenters** is a story of 
Seymour's marriage, which partly eaq)lains his suicide soon 

sifter the wedding. Throu^ the agencies of a psychoanalyst 
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Seymour had been persuaded to adjust himself toa regular up

per middle-class marriage and enter a world that was utterly 

against his ethical principles. His awakening to the enormii^y 

of his folly, however, turned out to be fatal - he shot him

self, and with this act left the Glass children without a 
leader. 

It is a deeply allegorical story, imbued with the wis
dom of Oriental philosophy. It opens with the legend about a 

horse-dealer, who could always purchase the most perfect horse 
as he instinctively knew the animal's inner qualities and 

considered the outward symptoms to be illusory and of second

ary importance. As Buddy Glass notes, after Seymour's death 

it was difficult to find anybody, who could "purchase ahorse." 

In the stories "Franav" and "Zooey" the mental crisis 

of the youngest child, Pranny, has been depicted. She is a 

20-year-old student, who apart from her literary studies has 

also attended a course of lectures on the philosophy of re

ligion. Like Holden Gaulfield she has started closely observ

ing life around her and reached a serious mental crisis. She 
is depressed by the insincerity and hypocrisy of the bour

geois world and turns to religion as the only form of escape. 

Finally, neglecting her studies and giving up her successful 

part in a play, she goes home. 
In "Zooey" the author shows the endeavours of the broth

er to help Pranny out of her crisis. Zooey himself is a tele
vision and stage actor, who at 25 also experiences an inner 
crisis. He is not any more satisfied with his profession as 

he is disgusted with the commercialism and lack of spiritual 

values at the theatre. 
The attitude of the Glass children towards each other 

becomes also best evident in "Franny" and "Zooey". They re
spect their parents and feel genuine affection for them but in 

real trouble always rely on a sister or brother« When Holden 

at his crucial moments never turned to his parents, but to 

the memory of his dead brother Allie, in the same way the 

Glass children look up to Seymour for moral support. After 
Seymour's death Buddy has partly assumed the role of a lead-
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эг, but each of them can also e  ect the loyalty of the sis

ter-brother relationship, 

The stories of the Glasses are full of vaxiath and con

cern in the intiaate fajü.17 circle, nie pictox« of tiMixlIf« 
is so concrete and hoaely that many critics bav* eoasidexvd 
Salinger to be one of the eons of the Glaaeee* The aatobio« 
graphical eleaents ax« etroi  ̂ la tbeee eto3rlae, Mfc «till the 
critics do not venture to suggest any definite parallels or 
prototypes as aany facts about the author's ova- life Ъате 
deliberately been left obscure. 

•t present Salinger has, to a certain extezrt, separated 
himself from the literary life of his country, but still the 

reader has not lost the hope that a aore coaprehenslTe Tril
ogy of the Glasses, at which the author is said to have been 

working for some time, will soon see the lij^t. 
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т. THS BSAT М07ЕМВВФ 

The Beat Movement is a tTplcally -Aiaerlcan phenomenon 
concerned with a large section of the young, postwar genera

tion, Ъогп in the '20s, who went throu^ World War II and got 
entirely disenchanted with the world around them. They were 
also called Beatnilcs. 

The history of the Beatnilos goes hack to the middle of 
the '^Os when big spontaneous colonies of American youth 
sprang up in many cities - San graneiaco, Los Angeles, Den

ver, New York, etc. They were educated people, college grad

uates, young writers, painters and musicians, mostly from 

wealthy middle-class families, united by a common refusal to 

accept the conventional standards of living. They Ignored all 

social responsibilities and in their self-imposed poverty 
preferred to lead a nomadic existence "on the road**, doing, 

if necessary, various kinds of odd ^obs in order to keep 

alive. From all parts of their vast country they gathered to 

California and their centre became San Flransisco. 
In the basements and vaults of some empty bouses of the 

city, where they had temporarily settled down, the Beatniks 

airranged their customary literary readings, dancings and pop-

singing parties. Dressed in challengingly clothes they 

also organized big demonstrations demanding the banziiixg of 

atomic bomb, or the right of the American youth to live as he 
chose. 

The Beatniks did not form any programmic social or lit
erary school. Their movement represented a spontaneous chal

lenge to the governing policy of McCarthyism, to the insti

gation of war hysteria and to the prevalent spirit of con-
formism characteristic of the so-qalled "silent decade". 

The Beatniks did not conceal their disgust for all forms 
of restrictions on man's individuality, insisting oq absolute 
ethical freedom which often verged on pathology. The morals 

and world outlook of the prospering "average American" called 
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forth their scathing satire. This conventional, insensitive 
man, irtio considered that his own life embodied all the de

cent moral values, was given the contemptuous nick-name 
"Square". 

The spontaneous protest of the Beatniks against the ac

cepted norms of behaviour found its eacpression ia their wild 

jazz orgies, in the use of alcohol or narcotics and in their 

provocative insistence of absolute sexual freedom. As the 

Scandinavian scholar, Howard C. Brashers notes: "Society was 

to be rejected, even at the cost of outlawry. The individual 
had to get "out", even if the way down was the only way out". 

(1:205). 
Apart from these modezrn excesses the Beatniks were al

so attracted by nature, by hiking and mountaineering trips, 
as an antithesis of the corrupt civilization. In these anti-

society moods they found a kindred spirit in the intuitive 

Oriental religion of Zen Buddhism, which in their opinion, 

glorified everything that was "natural" and mysteriously 
alive. The worship of Zen gave the Beatniks their desired 

liberation from Time. The past and the future became fleet

ing illusions and only the present moment appeared to be 
real. That is also the main reason why Beatniks insist on 

living in the "present" (2:44), and ignore entirely the past 

ejjjerience or the future perspectives. 

The sensation and shock that the Beatniks caused in 
America in the middle and the end of the '50s soon lost its 

actuality. Beginning with their uncompromising protest 

against the American reality in the years cf political re

action, and with their flat denial of the "mass society", 
the Beatniks were imperceptibly, and comparatively quickly, 
forced to accept the canons of the same society, and, in 

fact, capitulate before it. Their main weakness lay in the 

failure to overcome their utter individualism. Their lack of 
any social and political purpose made them rebels without a 

cause. The traces, however, that they left in literature 
and in the spiritual life of the country did not disappear 

so soon. They can be felt even today. (5:192) 
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In literature the Beat Moveaent fotmd first reflectloz| 
dn poetry» The most typical Beat poets of the period *ere Al~ 

len Ginsberg, £awrence Ferlinghetti, Bobert Greeley, Gregorjl 

Cor so, Philip Iiamarti^ and a few others • Qf^tbase nrlters 
Ferlinghetti and Greeley played a considerable part in the! 
formation of the moveoent. In their poems both used **озсс1а>у 
atory oral juxtapositions and manipulation of oftei^ 
broken, for effective perception and eacpreeelon**. (It20$) 
Ferlinghetti also arranged public readings by the "new poets 
with jazz accompaniment, irtxich gave the tone to much Beati 
poetz7« Vhat is more ixgaortant, these two men helped othezi 

poets get their work printed. Greeley was the editor of tfaei 

'*Black Mountain Beview** in Horth Carolina, and lerllnghettl,, 
the owner of "City Llgit Books" In San Franslsco, which was, 
both a book-store and a publishing house. (1:205) 

Of all these poets it was Allen Ginsberg who attained 
international fame. His poem "Biowl** (1933) becare also the 
manifesto of the Beat Movement in literature. 

The acknowledged spokesman of the Beat Movement, who did 

much to popularize it through press and ФУ, was, however. 
Jack Kerouac. He became known as the author of a series of 
loosely constructed novels which were deeply autobiographl-> 
cal and which celebrated all the typical canons of the post-, 
war uprooted youth. Their wide-spread popularity lay in the 
fact that in spite of the obvious limitations and modernis
tic colouring they also had a real human warmth and a con-

tageous vitality. (4г71) It was also Jack Kerouac who, ac
cording to his own words, introduced the tem "beat". In one 

of his interviews of 1958 he said: "Well, actually, it's just 
ал, ola [j'nrase. I knocked if off one day and they made a big 
fuss atout it. It's not really a generation at all ,,, It 
stare:;; wi t;a rock-n-roll teenagers and runs up to the 60-year-
old ,y,.u2iiiefc, old characters in the street, "fell, it's a hip— 

ness,, It 's 20th century hipness to life» (5^2) 
As can be seen from The above quotation, for Kerouac the 

word ''Oeat" means something "l:)eatific'% i.e, full of joy and 

aapp.i.":e, ac be understands it» It does not .refer to the 



ilea of "defeat", but to the rhythm or pulse of jazz music, 
.as expressive of the carefree, happy-go-lucky attitude to 
life, characteristic of the hippies. Still the majority of 
the critics give different connotations to the word« Some 

consider that the Beat rebels "actually look upon themselves 

as defeated, emotionally disturbed, chronically depressed, 
neurotically unbalanced, filled with despair**. (2:^) Others 

strilce a double view, as, for instance, Howard G. Barshers, 

who notes that the well-known magazine of the Beat Movement 
- **Beatitudes** was intended to be **be pronounced two ways -

suggesting both the Biblical 'Blessed are the poor' and the 

slang word 'beat', exhausted, admitting defeat'*, (1:205) 

Inother point of argument lies in the accentuated values 

of the BMt Generation as a literary grouping. Many foreign 

and Soviet critics hold that there is nothing intrinsically 
new about the Beat, that it is the same rebellion against the 

established society and accepted standards. Thus A,B, Hone 

writes: 
*^sentially modern, they nevertheless answer to a long

standing tradition of American literature and their slogan of 

disaffiliation - though differently es^ressed - maybe traced 

back to the secessionist attitude of the Lost Generation, or 

even Thoreau. Their characteristic attempt to achieve human 

solidarity on a basis of sheer self-assertiveness, has its 

antecedents in Whitman. (4:70) 
There is certainly a close link between the Lost Gener

ation of the '20s - *30b and the Beat of the '50s. Both were 
utterly disenchanted with the post-war world. Both rejected 
materialism, emphasized sensual pleasures and expressed their 

fascination for Eastern religions. 
Still the difference between the two post-war literary 

trends seems to lie not only in the degree of **non-attach-
ment**, but also in the kind. Although Hemingway of the Lost 
Generation also condemned the contemporary American society, 

and became an exile, like many of his heroes, there is always 

a great, undercurrent humanism in his most pessimistic moods. 

Ab M, Tugusheva points out,  mingway's credo is that "Man 
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must and should fight, even if he is doomed. Life can destroy 
a real man, but it can't beat him". (6:127) The critic goes 
on to say that "Hemingway's 'program' of the fifties, teach

ing concern for one's fellow man, challenged the general mood 

of isolation and pessimism, which characterized the intelli

gentsia of that period. (6:12?) This last sentence is es

pecially apt if we compare the still heroic Lost Generation 

with the pleasure-seeking, self-centred Beat, 

Perhaps the greatest novelty of the Beat writers lies in 

the style of their work. Although they themselves admitted 

that in their stream-of-consciousness technique and impres

sionistic style they had been considerably influenced such 

writers as James Joyce,  nry Miller, franz Kafka and other 

experimenters of form, still they introduced something en
tirely new. There is a marked tendency towards a combination 

of poetry and prose, which is rare in literature. Much atten

tion is being paid to the musicality and rhythm of the sen-« 

tences and whole paragraphs. 

From its very beginning the Beat Movement was closely 

connected with American musical culture and especially with 

jazz. This jazz method becomes strikingly evident in all Ser-
ouac's novels. Already in his early novel, "On the Road*^.the 

stress is laid on the rhythm or "beat" of his style, as, for 

instance, in the following sentence in which the movement of 

a bus ride has been imitated: "The shades come, night falls, 
the bus roars down road - People sleep, people read, people 
smoke," (7:116) 

Kerouac himself, and his friends, especially Allen Gins
berg, called this style "spontaneous". In many of his novels, 
"On the Road". "The Subterraneana»*, etc., Kerouac entirely 

ignores all the marks of punctuation, in order to achieve 
this feeling of spontaneity, the illusion of the present mo

ment, As he himself explained to a critic, for instance, he 
wrote "On the Road" in 21 days "on one long roll of paper, 
with no periods, no commas, no paragraphs, all single-spacedT, 
(5:2) 
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Thus ve might say that the Beat writers changed the lit
erary use of the language itself. Their language reminds us 

of the spoken word, as it is oral in structure* The musical 

quality of the sentence, however, recalls the "beat" rhythm 
of ^azz* This peculiarity of the style once again refers to 

the etymological origin of the word "beat". Ultimately it 

seems to have denoted a peculiar rhythm of spontaneous liv

ing and not so much the predicament of being defeated. The 
"defeat* came later as a logical outcome of their mode of 

life. 
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JAGE EEROUAC 

••My favourite complaint about contemporary world: the 

facetlousness of "respectable" people who, because not 

talcing anything seriously, are destroying old human feel
ings..." 

Jack Eerouao (''Ьошвоав Traveler") 
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1, JACK KEROÜAC 

(1922-1969) 

Jack Eerouac wae born in 1922 In a small factory town 
of Lowell, Massachtisette, Into the family of a printer. The 
family was of French Canadian descent «ad the boy was hrmgfrt 

up in the spirit of strict Catholicism* He етеп got part of 
his eeo'ly education from "Jesuit Brothers** at St. Joseph's 
Parochial School in Lowell. He remained to a certain extent 
an outsider during,his schooldays, as he spolce in his childb-
hood mainly French« 

Eerouac was a dreaming, thoughtful boy, much given to 

roaming fields and riverbanks day and night. Very early he 

also became interested in literature, his favourites being 
such American authors a& Twain, London, Kel ville, Whitman, 

&a?oyan, Hemingway, Wolfe and a few others. According to his 
own words he himself used to write "little novels" in the 
solitude of his room (the first, being created at the age of 

11), and keep extensive diaries. Under the influence of the 
local.poet, Sebastian Sampas, he decided to become a writer 

at 17. (8t5) 
In 1940 Eerouac entered Columbia University in Hew York, 

where he met Allen Ginsberg, William Borrou^s and Ileal Casr-
sady. These beginning writers provided him,the desired lit
erary atmosphere, and also became his life-long friends. As 
a student he continued reading very much, both poetry and 
Ijrose, his new literary models being Dostoyevsky, Rimbaud, 
Baudelaire and Celine. As he later noted in one of his num
erous interviews, he was far from being a model student at 

Columbia College: he "set a record cutting classes in order 
to stay in dormitory room to write a daily play and read, 
say, Louis Ferdinand Celine,*'Instead of 'classics' tau^it in 

the curriculum. (8:6) 
At,Colimbia Eerouac also practised painting and wrote poet-

iry. 
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When World War II broke out, Kerouac,became a seaman 
and flipped out with the Merchant Marine, Before the war 
ended, howerer, he was drafted out of the ship's crew, ее 
belzie psychologically not the suitable person for strict,^ 
regular aetiyities* 

Coming back from military service Kerouac had no регг-
aaiient oeeapation* He changed many odd jobs, being a rail
road worker, a cotton picker, a sport reviewer for apro-

Tineial aewE^aper, a fireman, a construction worker, etc» Be 

also travelled much in the United States, Mexico, African 
Morocco and other countries, For a period he fell,into the 
company of American "hobos" and criminal elements. In New 

York he became widely popular in the literary Bohemia £md 

enjoyed a great authority and love among his friends, Allen 

Ginsberg, who shared many of his travels, devoted to Kerouac 

his poems, Seymour Kirim wrote an enthusiastic introduction 
to Kerouac's novel "Desolation Angels", CleHcD Holmes based 
his philosophic ideas (see: "The Philosophy of the Beat.Gen-
eiration", "Esquire" February, 1958) on Kerouac's work« (7s 
178) 

Although he has written also two collections of poetry, 
various philosophical essays and autobiographical works, it 

is in the field of novel that Kerouac achieved enormous pop

ularity among a large section of the post-war American youtb. 
In 1946 he had started writing a novel, "The Town апД th^ 

which was published in 1950» but did not bring him 
critical acclaim. About the same time, however, he had com

pleted another novel, "On the Road", which the publishers 

refused to print at first. When it saw the light seven years 
later, in 1957, it made the author famous overnight, as it 
most.strikingly gave voice to the ideas of the Beat Genera
tion, When a series of other, similar novels appeared in 

quick Huccession, the canons of the- Beatniks spread rapidly 
in Ajaerica and Europe, Kerouac was called the "King of the 
Beat Generation", the "Homer of the Hippies". 



СИ THE ROAD 

"On the Road", the most popular of Kerouac's novels, 
introduces to the reader the Beat Generation, a group of 
yotmg men and women, who wander from one city to another over 
the vast American continent in pursuit of "kicks", i.e, sen-r 
sations« They are both recklessly irresponsible and touching-

ly pathetic in their uprootedness and In their desperate 

search for some kind of purpose or truth. The fact that they 
feel themselves defeated and inwardly dead, urges them on 

from place to place in quest of mad drinking parties, jazz 

music, sex and narcotics. Every moment must provide a new 

sensation, a novel thrill. Thus Kerouac's characters are 
always restlessly on the move. Travelling "on the road" is 

both a liberation from the old, stale pleasures and a promise 
for new ones. Living fast, being Aot tied to any. permanent 
work-place or to the responsibilities of marriage, they are 

rotating in a vicious circle, never finding anything better 

than an extreme exhaustion, a desire to sleep. 

The story-teller and narrator of the novel is Sal Para
dise, a young, beginning writer, who after the separation 

from,his wife lives together with his respectable aunt in New 
York. He is surrounded by a circle of intellectual friends, 

who, like him, rebel against the civilized society, but can 

offer only their "bookish or political or psychoanalytical 
reasons". (7s11) Then one day, when Sal has just recovered 
from a serious illness, and has a feeling that "everything is 
dead" (7s5), he meets Dean Moriarty, who brings a fresh wind 

into his."stilted" life. He is not "In.the negative", on the 
contrary, he says "yes" to everything, he "Just races in so
ciety", (7:11) Dean belongs to the category of people whom 

Sed has always admired - "the mad ones, the ones who are mad 
to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything 
at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a common
place thing, but bum, bum, bum like fabulous yellow roman 
qandles, exploding like spiders across the stars and in the 
»iddle уои.сбш see the blue centerlight pop and everybody 
fioes "Awwvi". (7:9) 



Dean is a typical Beat man. He has gone through many 
things in his young life. When he was a child, he used to 
beg £ind steal in order to bring money to his drunkard, Indian 

father. When his father was arrested he "had to plead at 

court to the judge to let him go 'cause he was his pa and he 

had no mother". He "made great mature,speeches at the age of 

eight in front of interested lawyers". (7:171) 

When Dean grew up, however, he had become an experienced 

delinquent, specializing in car stealing. Between the age of 

eleven and seventeen he was usually in reform schools. 
When Sal meets Dean, he has just come out of Jail, "ea^ 

ger for bread and love". (7s 11) In spite of the great dif-r 

ferences in their character and Deanfs doubtful past record, 

Sal ie immediately captivated by him. For him Dean is just 

the real man, full of vigour and vitality, of "a wild yea-
saying overburst of American joy". (7s11) He remainds him of 

"the west wind, an.ode from the Plains, something new, long 
prophesied, long a-comin". (7s11) Dean loves madly the road, 

because, as he explains to his friends, the road "must even
tually lead to the whole vrorld". (7:189) 

With the coming of Dean Moriarty begins also the part of 
Sal's life which he calls his "life on the road", lathe first 

part of the novel Kerouac does not show Dean, "the hero of täie 
West", In action. But under the latter's influence Sal 
starts exploring the roads of America alone. He has often 
dreamed of going to the West, to see the country, always 
vaguely planning and never taking off. Now, after a casual 
meeting with Dean, he gets a real stimulus to carry this 
dream into effect. 

This first part of the novel in which the road is always 
a thread that leads Sal from one piece to another, is full of 
optimism and a spirit of liberation. For Sal it is a new dis

covery of America, a time of observation and meditation. 
There are many poetic descriptions of scenery seen through 

his enthusiastic eyes, as, for instance, that of his "beloved 
Mississippi River, dry in the summer haze, low water, with 

its big rank smell that smells like the raw body of America 
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itself, because it washes it up". (TsH) Although he must do 
various kinds of odd Jobs, in order to keep going, he is al
ways full of Joy of exploration. At the end of the I part Sal 

returns to New York to the dull routine life he hates. 
In the following four peats of the novel the central 

symbol "road" loses much of its former romantic halo. After 

Sal has Joined Dean and his boisterous companions, the,road 

becomes a mad racing place in their search of pleasures. Dif
ferent has also become the portrait of the Beat hero. Dean 
Moriarty, when seen at close quarters. 

Althoug^i, as before, Sal remains the story-teller, 

many of the observations have been made by Dean, who for all 
his faults holds everybody spellbound and is the central fig

ure in all their undertakings. 
The reader gets acquainted with the fabulous exploits of 

the hero, his casual friends and their girls, when they race 
from one city to, another. Sometimes they buy or hire cars 

through a travel-bureau, at other times they steal cars, un

der Dean's leadership and skill in this matter, smd leave 

them carelessly behind. Wherever they arrive there.will be a 
wild boozing party, terrific dancing to Jazz music, promisor 

cuous sex and narcotics. But they stay nowhere long as Dean, 

their leader, loves madly the road and is at his best when 
holding the steering-wheel in his hands. 

The more the companions leam about the ways of Dean, 
the more they get disappointed in him. He is never consider-r 
ate of others, but always after his own selfish interests. 
Eventually even Sal, Dean's greatest admirer, loses faith in 

him. Thus, for instance, Dean leaves Sal and Marylou 
(Dean's first wife) alone in a foreign city, without any ac
quaintances or a penny in the pocket. When Sal asks Marylou 
why Dean is not concerned about their v/elfare, Marylou, wto is 

better acquainted with her ex-husband'a caprices, answers; 
"Degoi will leave you out in the cold any time it's in his 

interest." (7:141) 
When at the beginning of the novel Sal had admired Dean' s 

consuming passion to "dig" life, and had accepted his maxim 
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that "every moment is precious", then in Ibe long run much of 
his idol's sensuality, his countless relations with different 
girls, strike him as morbid and pathological« Sal is realljr 

shocked when Dean urges him into sexual tntercoTirse with his 
wife Marylou at his presence. Dean's frantic urge to race 

along the road at terrific speed, seems to him, at times, 

ridiculous and clownish • He has a "mad vision of Dean run
ning throng all his life just like.that ~ his bony face 
outthrust to life, his arms pumping, his brow sweatlsg, hie 

legs twinkling, (7^128) 

Like a typical Beat man Dean wants desperately,to es

cape from the loneliness and aiailesaness of his life«.It le 

not, in fact, his thirst for some kind of full-blooded, free 

existence, but his fear of death that urges Dean on in a 
non-stop flight« 

The main value of the novel lies in the fact that Kero-» 

uac takes a detached, critical attitude towards his hero, 

and the whole Beat Generation, realljring its rootle sane ss 
and tragedy. Referring to the Inherent loneliness and un-

happlness of the life of Dean and his companions, Ii» author 
makes the protagonist Sal Paradise, say that , "they were like 

the man with the dungeon stone and the gloom, rising from 

the underground, the sordid hipsters.of America, a new beat 
generation that I was slowly joining"« (7:46) 

For all his critical attitude, however, Kerouac's own 

affiliation to this generation becomes also clear from the 

last sentence of the above quotation« He hates the petty-

bourgeois respectability. Mammon worship and standardization 
in the post-war world as the surest sympton of man's spirit
ual death. For this reason he celebrates the 9eat hero as 
the only hero possible in conten orary America, The rebel
lion of this hero against the established norms of behaviour 
is, however, that of an individual without a purpose. The 
only important conclusion to vriiich the,Beat hero comes, is 

that he is alone and doomed to failure. Therefore hs is pri-
laarily concerned with the exploration of his own self, "not 
capable of the act of faith required by a belief in tomor
row". (2:48) 



The great popular success of "On the Road" stimulated 
Kerouac to write new books on the Beat Generation. In the 
late *50s and in the *60s he published ten more novels, each 
of them presenting as if a fragment of the adventurous life 
of the author and,his friends. Taken together they form an 
indivisible whole. In the preface to his later novel "Big 
Sur", Kerouac himself confesses: "My work comprises one 
vast book like Proust's except that my remembrances are writ
ten on the rvm instead of afterwards in a sick bed. Because 

the objections of my early publishers I was not allowed to 
use the same personae names in each work. On the Soad, The 
Subterranesins, The Dharma Bums, Doctor Sax, Maggie Cassidy, 

Tristessa, Desolation Angels, Visions of Cody and the 

others including this book Big Sur are just chapters in the 

whole work which I call the Dulouz Legend. In my old age I 
intend to collect all my work and re-insert my pantheon of 

uniform names, leave the long shelf full of books there, and 

die happy. The whole thing forms one enormous comedy,seen 
through the eyes of poor Ti Jean (me), otherwise known as 

Jack r>ulouz, the world of raging action and folly and also gen
tle sweetness seen through the key-holes of his eye." (10:1) 

THB SUBTERRAITEAHS 

"The Subterraneans" ^ published soon after "On the 

Road". is typical of the whole Legend of Dulcuz, Once again 
the author celebrates the Beatniks as "the great men I had 
known in my youth, great heroes of America I'd been buddies 

with, with whom I'd adventured and gone to jail and known in 
raggedy dawns, the boys beat on curbstones seeing symbols in 
the saturated gutter, the Rimbauds and verlaines on Times 
Square". (11:49-50) 

The novel centres on the love-story of Leo Percepied, 

the Beat poet, and Mardou Pox, the half-negro half-Indian 
girl. As in the author's other novels this mixed, relation

ship does not refer to any racial problems, like, for in-
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Btanee, In most James Baldwin's work« üi the world of Beat
niks all races are equal. 

The "subterraneans" are the young poets» painters and 
jazz musicians of post-war San Fransisco, who foxm Leo's groups 

Like typical Beat rebels the "sabterraneans" anarchistically 
deny all outside influencesy they have nothing sacred to wor

ship* 

It is a wild» nervous world in which Leo and Mardou re-

•о1те - the,noisy bars and Jazz clubs of San Fransisco in 
the fifties* Love turns out to be the only island of harmony 
in the universal absurdity etround them* Since the time they 
have found each other» Leo and Mardou have cut themselves cff 

from the rest of the world with an i >enetrable wall* They 
are least concerned with the goings on in the social scene» 

and have concentrated on a purely biological existence -
eroticism and narcotics* Their love-story goes throu^ all 
the usual stages from the hesitant first meetings and the 
brief happy unlou to the following pangs of jealousy and the 

final alienation* Their tender but doomed affair symbolizes 

another» lyrical aspect of the Beat Generation* It also re
veals the modernistic tendencies and the philosophy of alie

nation that became prevalent In American fiction of the *50bu 

THE PHARMA BUMS 

Although In several of his following novels Kerouac re

turns to the life of Beatniks» he seems» at times» to have 
reached an impasse in the treatment of the central theme. He 
starts looking for some positive progranme, a credo which 
might provide him faith in life and serve as a support in his 
approach to man. In "The Pharma Bums" (1958), published in 
the same year as "The Subterraneans". these searches have 
found an expression in Zen Buddhism. This Oriental religion, 
based on passivity» resignation and contemplation, enjoyed 
great popularity in the '50s. A section of the intellects 
i#als, who had entirely given up the ideals of bourgeois so-
ttlety, tried to build up Its positive progranmie on these doc-
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trines. The "Zen intellectual, eo'tistic Buddhism" as lerouac 

depicts it, is different from "the traditional Buddhism" 

(12:91) A disciple of Zen Buddhism stands outside the stan--

ard respectability, is full of love for life and for all liv

ing beings« 

If the protest of Dean Moriarty against the respectable, 

conventional society was always unconscious and instinctive, 

then that of Japhy fiyder, the protagonis of "ThePharma Buma", 

is cognizant and intellectual. He considers it to be a dire 

punishment for some sins in the past "to be born,in America 

idiere nobod,y has any fun or believes in anything, especially 

freedom"« (12:27) He becomes a leader of the "dharma bums", 

i.e. the followers of Zen Buddhism» With the help of this 

form of Oriental mysticism he hopes to restore the lost indi

vidual freedom. 

Thus the novel takes up another quest.of the individual 

for anarchical freedom and self-fulfilment, The story-tell

er, Ray Smith, records the adventures of the hero, just as 

^1 Paradise did in "On the Road". Japhy Ryer, a student of 

Indian lore and myth, has also learned the Chinese and Japa

nese languages and become an Oriental scholar, an expert in 

Zen Buddhism. But he has cest aside the concept of passivi-r 

ty, sind concentrated on another aspect, inherent in the doc

trines of the religion, "the sacred act of fertility". His 

"practical" approach to the problem is expressed in a terse 

sentences "I distrust any kind of Buddhism or any philosophy 

or social system that puts dovjn sex." (12:18-19) This maxim 

provides Japhy also the values    hasized in the novel: Zen 

Buddhism, combined with sex, is the new,religion for the ex

hausted man of the Western civilization. 

- Zen.Buddhism has opened new vistas for Japhy, In his 

solitary, immaculately clean and simply furnished cottage in 

California, he has devoted himself to scholarly pursuits, un

dertakes mountaineering trips to the Sierras or solitary.bi

cycle rides in the locality. But he also arranges week-end 

l?oozing,parties, orgiastic sexual sprees, in mixed, naked 

gompany. Among other "dharma bums" he has become the greatest 
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expert in girls» They are all captlvited by his magnetic 

charm, but themselves have no lasting power over him« 
To Kerouac Japhy is not only "the big hero of the West 

Coast",.but also "a great new hero of American culture" in 

general,,which once again underlines his idealization cf the 

Beat man* 
Kerouac's next two novels, "Doctor Sax" and "Maggie Cas-

sidy", both published in 1959, might be regarded as sequels 

to "The Sgbterraneans" so far as the central theme is conr-

cemed* They likewise have the same loose structure and im
pressionistic style. 

"Lonesome Traveler" (1960) and "Book of Dream" are in 

some ways his most autobiographical books, based on his. own 

adventures and inmediate experiences* They do not offer, liov>^ 

ever, anything new about the Beat Generation as they repeat 
the theme of uprootedness of "On the Road".-

Like his friend Allen Ginsberg, Kerouac continued pas

sionately to defend the "genuine morality" of the Beatniks 
also in the *60s* In a different historical and political 
situation, however, when In the centre of public attention 

were the war in Vietnam, the growth of the Black protest and 

youth moveE^nt, Beatniks had outlived,their sensational nov
elty and had even become out of place* Кегогшс^в novels of 
this later period - "Bit-ätt" (1962), "Triestesfla" (1963), 
"Desolation Angels" (1965), rVisions of Codv" (1965)» "&&£-
tori in Paris" (1967), etc* - reveal an endless repetition of 
the central types and situations, and lend his work the char
acter of a prolonged illness* Hie Insistence on full ethical 
freedom was in the middle of the 'бОв understood as an at^ 
ten t to Justify dark and pathological ideas* Kerouac *e evo^L 
lutlon as a writer seemed to be stunted and the Beat Vovwient 
in decline* As seen from such later novels as "Big Япу* and 
"The Vanity of Duloug" he himself understood these contra
dictions* 
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BIG SUR 

"Big Sur" stands out in Kerouac's later work as bfeing 
more clearly outlined sind as it deals with the "crack-up of 
the bloody King of the Beatniks**, the famous pop->singer. Jack 
Bulouz« 

At forty the hero experiences a crisis of mind and 

spirit. Pursued Ъу reporters, visitors and hanger0»on, at^» 

tracted by fame and financial success, Bulouz feels that he 
is on the verge of collapse. He takes to drinking hearily, 

but instead of finding relief In alcohol, he is even acre 
hopelessly, overcome by the madness which he is txying to es

cape* 9e realises that he aast make "one fast move" or he will 
perish* He goes to a small fishing village. Big !^, to a 

friend *s cabin in a canyon at the edge of the ocean* Mnj 

from clvllla»tlon. In coll lete solitude, he hopes to cure 
his shattered nerves* After three weeks of happy time there, 
during iriilch he writes down the sounds of the Pacific, watches 
birds, feeds Alf, the mule, he Is once again selssed by a fit 
of horror and despair* He feels that he does not know what 
he lives for, everything seems to be eenseleea* lot toler
ating the ever-present silence around him, he flees back to 
San Transisco to parties, boozing, sex and Zen ^^tddhleow Zh«a 

his friend Cody (known also from the novel "Tlsione of Cody*) 
introduces him to a girl Billie and Bulouz starts livijqg with 
her and. her little son Blllott* Bat he cannot regain his us»-
al self-confidence any more. He feels alienated from his sorr 

roundings, encountering everT^ere death as if a nightaaz«* 
Бтеп when he goes with Billie back to Big Sur, be camot sleep 
at night. He sits up in his sleepingbag, watching the others 
sleep and muttering to himself: "Sleep is death, death is 
everjrwhere." Dulouz is on the point of going crazy* At last 
he makes a decision: "I'll get my ticket and say goodbye on a 
flower day and leave all San Pransisco behind, and go back 
home across autumn America and it'll all be like it wa|B in 
the beginning,- Simple golden eternity blessing all - Ilothing 
ever happened«" (10:216) Thus the book ends* 
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In his last rtoT»l» "Thft.Vag'^'^ Dalo»«^Aa Adtrenturon» 

Bdncatioiu 1935-1946* (1967), Бкгооае pr»eeiitB eore clearly 

a revaluation of his fom&r beliefs» Те a certain extent Ьф 
admits that the Beatniks failed to go <m llTiag as they did. 
Critiziag the main hero for his "-»anity* the author putp hie 

life philosophy in perspectire for tbe reader to decide* 

In spite of the all-perradiae peesimiaft and the marked 

modernistic tendencies of Еюоаа'в novels, his merit lies in 
the fact that, he succeeded ia d^letii^ »TKot seetlc» of 

American post-war society^ diffMrent from t^ iaerica knovit 
to Qs, ilthoagh the cause of ti» Beatafeiks is indiridualis-

tics Tagms and ahstract, they still reaeiii rebels against 
the universally known sores of ira r̂i.can reality in the *50se 
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